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By Cantor. M

Denver convention opposed to his
publican my
can an end ne put i
nomination and prepared to do all I
could to oppose it. I also told him
The statement by Judge Parker y
that in the event of the convention
on the civertati,! limited traiir.
made
nominating him 1 would support him
on the Union Pacific railroad to a
on a conservative platform.
representative of the Associated Press
pint-for"My ideas of a conservative
who met the train at Fori Morgan.
are that the tariff should be
Colo,, at one p. m. nnd accompanied
entirely on trust manufactured
the judge and Win, F. Sheehan, also
articles and that a tariff for revenue
a delegate at large from New York
only should be retained on other comstate, on the remainder of their Jourvor of a resolution eulogizing Mr.
modities. These latter I would not
ney to Denver.
Cleveland and recognized that it
suhject to an immediate removal of
Judge Parker made the statement In
could most appropriately come from
duty, but rather revise the tariff and
New York state. They also said that
the form of an interview and later dereduce it by degrees.
they are entirely willing that it shall
cided that II should be Issued is a
"As to the currency plank, I believe
be introduced by Judge Parker himformal expression of his position on
that the securities on which our curself, provided he will so modify it as to
the question of honoring Mr. Cleverency should be based should be subeilminnte all suggestion of past poetland's memory. Speaking Informally
ject to the approval of such a nature
ical differences between Mr. Bryan
he made It clear that he was expressas the different states permit savings
and Mr. Cleveland. As Judge Parker
ing his own views and that his cour.se
banks to accept as an investment for
had stated to the Associated Press be.
by the
should he guided entirely
their funds.
fore reaching Denver, and befo j he
"The Injunction plank, I believe,
wishes of the majority of the New
was aware of the wishes of the Bryan
York delegation as voiced In the caushould favor a statute which will make
people, his entire willingness to do exIt necessary for at least two judges
cus
to be held on Moudny.
actly what thejr are- - disposed '.j reto act on the final Issue. One judge
Skillfully parrying all questions request,
prospects
over
of
trouble
the
should Issue the injunction
lating to his position on the platform Five Meet Instant Death and
anNew York Editor Bluntly Tells other decide the merits of theand
the Cleveland resolution seemed to b
case T
to be adopted and declining to give
New
dispelled. The members of the
did not have an opportunity to talk of
his opinion whether he believed Mr.
Forty More or Less Seriousthe Peerless One That He Has this
York delegation who have so far ar- matter with Mr. Bryan, but I unRrynn
would be nominated, Judge
they
to
deny
intend
rived,
that
mkel
to
Show
derstand that he is in favor of a sysly Injured In Ruins of Cut-o- ff
Not a Ghost of a
Parker, said emphatically
that he
a fight, upon Mr. Brin personally, but
tem of this nature, rather than have
a
light.
would
false
not
iK placed
in
say thut if they ran satisfy themselves
Win,
Town,
the cases submitted to a jury."
He declared that whatever platform
after careful consideration of exliiiig
Mr. Udder was then asked to define
Is adopted by the convention and no
conditions that the chances of auojasa
his meaning of a conservative platmatter who is the nominee for presiwill be brighter with another ma.i '.t
DIASTROUS WIND
form,
but
dego
he
said
not
could
into
dí nt mat he would support the ticket FIRST
"I CAN'T AGREE WITH YOU" tails, When pressed
they
do
will
ticket,
head
the
of
the
as to what he
conpower
to
everything
do
in
his
IN NEW MEXICO'S HISTORY
SAYS THE NEBRASKAN would oppose, he said that he would City Blazes With Light and Col- what they can to secure the nomina-- 1 Mm phy Declares Judge Par- and
tribute lo its election. He said thai
tlon nnd selection of that man. Th
not accept a declaration for free silker's esolution on Cleveland a change of rule is needed and that
or as Magnificent Decorative New York people, however, do not rever or for government ownership. He
he believed that there Is general dis- Practically
gard with much favor the Nebraikii
Every Business
added
also
it
was
his
that
understandDeHas Not Sanction of the New satisfaction throughout the country
Bryan in Banquet Speech'
Scheme is Unfolded for the
plank, which they being that Mr. Bryan considered the sil.
with the long continued republican adHouse In Prosperous Little
lieve will cause the defeat
of the
ver issue dead, and that the demoYork Delegation,
First Time,
clares He Will Not Run! on cratic
wns expressed
Surprise
ministration.
east.
soon
as
in
ticket
As
the
pos''ie
leader did not wish a governTown on the Pecos in Ruins;
by Judge Parker at the frequent rethe New Yorkers will confer with Jo-- 1
Platform Lacking Campaign ment ownership of railroads plank in
ports
Mr. Bryan
from
manager
Lincoln
that
Marvel,
campaign
the
siah
serted: that he had been entlrelv mis. TENTATIVE PROGRAM OF
PARKER SAYS HE MEANS TO favored the adoption Of Ihe Nebrnska
Devastating Hail With Wind,
B.
of Judge Gray and Frederick
Contribution Publicity Plank, understood.
declaring
in
Lynch,
piank,
who
for
capacity
a
acts
similar
The vice presidential race held secINSIST ON HIS POINT
FOUR DAYS' SESSION for Governor Johnson for the purpose
such modification of the law relating
ond place in political gossip, chief InI
BbmUI
mra.i terest centering in
i it. MniB. Journal
determining
to Injunctions us will prevent the Is- THOUSANDS OF SHEEP
accurately
of
what
the visit of Mr,
strength
Is
by
possessed
J.
the
of writs
suing
candidates
3.
industrial dispute
William
July
Nob.,
Bidder aad Ollie James, who came to Plan as Outlined by ArrangeLincoln.
Frank Announcement that
KILLED BY THE HAIL
other than Mr. Bryan, and to ascertain
withoupl notive and full hearing; per- Ilryiwi tonight, :n ajpeech before the talk of his speech seconding the nomiNepossible
if
keep
K
is
it
perDefrom
the
hearing;
Will
Without notice and full
Crowd
Mr,
nation
ments Committee Will Bring braska candidate I nough votes to preand the Com
Nebraska Traveling Men's Bryan club, moner's ofeditorialBryan,
a jury where the alleged
mit trial
on Mr. Hearst.
Without Protection
Herders
that
statement
significant
Liton
if
Bryan
Canvent
They
his
nomination
the
first
of
feat
ballot
Can;
made the
is
contempt
Nomination
the
outside
the presence of the
the
Hot. Fight In Illinois.
If those conference develop the fact
court. He did not believe that Mr
unless the Denver convention incorFrom Storm Literally Beaten
The arrival of a number of contesttleton Boom Gains Strength, Bryan would insist upon going that far
to defeat
thai it will be Impossible
didate on Thursday,
porated in Its platform a campaign ing
Mr. Bryan In this way, an effort will
Illinois delegates headed by Judge
nor that the convent inn w ould accept
to Death by Blocks of Ice.
contribution publicity plank, it might William Prentiss, of Chicago,
be made lo organize for an attack oil fBy Mornin Journal Hawtiil
a piank even if Mr. Bryan shouta
such
T.a-i- l
created
Wlre.l
Wire.
Morning
Special
iMHd
By
Journal
look elsewhere than to Nebraska for somewhat of a stir late this afternoon.
the Nebraska
plank,
Sufferers Need Help,
Denver, July 3. Denver, the new-- provided the Bryan people insist upon .Denver, July :t. Refusing to be ruf- Insist upon it. Until a caucus has been
The dec- Accompanying Judge Prentiss was
a candidate for president.
by the New Ymk delegation, it
held
fled by the storm of criticism from
convention city of the west, broke Its Insertion in the platform.
cannot he snlcl positively thai Judge
laration was made in connection with Judge O. P. Thompson and Millard P.
show-e- d Rrynn which wns aroused by his respresidential
vice
The
situation
resplen
patriotic
regarding
In
brilliant
Dunlap,
in
forth
indulged
Jacksonville,
c
of
en
and the
Parker will be a member of the
a discussion he
Mr. XV. F. Mdntyre. the Morn- no marked change during the day, olutions, eulogizing
will dency today nnd a cool breeze sweepthe late
the action of the republican national tire delegation of twenty-twOn resolutions from the Kmplro a Ing
nt
Journal's correspondent
although
Litof
arrival
W.
the
Martin
a
such
visit
Mr. Bryan at Fairview early Sat ing in from the mountains set hunconvention in failing to insert
Ornver Cleveland, Judge Alton stale. The friends of the Judge expect
Sunnyslde and Fort .sum tier, in
plank as he said, "after President urday morning. "We certainly shall dreds of flags and draperies of red, tleton, of New York, added strength to 13.
be
will
nevertheless,
chosen,
he
that
a a dispatch early this morning.
A. Towno still
Parker today issued a specific stateRoosevelt nnd Mr. Tuft had both de- carry this contest to the court of last white and blue bunting dancing In a his boom. Charles
nnd many of them have so expressed a says
sufferers from the ter- "We veritable riot of flashing colors. The claims that he will receive much of ment reiterating his determination to themselves to him. He said that so a rilile that
clared themselves in favor of such ac- resort." said Judge Prentiss.
storm of Thursday evening
strength
the Empire state. Mr.
of
the
sincerity
a
have
twenty
with
selected
repdelegates
to
made
was
tion," and
n
sun, that had lurked behind storm Kern,
far ns he knew no members of the
a are seriously In need of assist- Indiana, Is favored by some submit to tho democratic!, convention
that left no doubt in the minds of his resent the ten congressional districts clouds on Wednesday and which of the ofweRtern
had prepared any drnr.s of un a anee. Many of the people lost
such an expression as he and his asdedelegations,
but
of
said.
Chicago
and two at large. The shone forth a greater part of yesterhearers that be meant all he
they a all their posse. isii, ns in the storm.
plank which
that he Is not seeking the sociates of the New York delegation
Mr. Bryan took occasion also to say treatment we have received at the day through a filmy luce of white clares
fitting nnd proper. In this Would 1' Willing to favor, hut that the a Their homos are In ruina and
as
regard
place
undergo
and
decided
mental
ill
hands of Hoger Sullivan Is undemo flecks, was undlmmed today and addthat the platform would be written
connection Charles F. Murphy, leader question Undoubtedly would be con- a such accommodations as are left
We ed material splendor to the city's full relief If some other man is nominated, of Tammany hall, and head of the sidered nt
by th resolutions committee and not cratic and to my mind shameful.
the first meeting of the a Intact are seriously taxed. Con- by him. although he would Insist on have gone Into this contest In a busi dress attire.
Wires had been strung
a tributions of money will be wel- New York state delegation, who also delegation in formnl caucus.
ness-lik- e
In
way
TENTATIVE
FOK
inserted
being
and
are
loaded
MftGKVM
and at short Intervals ucross the principal
certain planks
he
a corned, and Mr, Mdntyre saya all
today
announced
that
here
arrived
I
Deny
KfcMcM
Ihe
Knife.
DAYS'
SKSKION
primed
the
head
to
for
the occasion.
tit
case he was nominated
downtown streets several days ago.
a
contributions sent to tin- a
resolutions
Parker
seen
the
rjad
nJ
Snlylmr
"The rtrMofl of the Kullivnv tuvinh- and ihe ítoatlilg of me i'Ugs a"b buntTn
t
JCiitlvr Jndgc Parlo i nor Mr. J such
.mi!:
represent
nor
bank
n,i
views
hi FoVt I'.umi,, r ,',ii ou
inc
tnat
inev
arrangements
convenin overriding the Illinois primary law.' ings
of the national
Sheehan have made any effort to dis- a gratefully
position, was done laxt
into
liidoYr Asks Bryan to Quit.
received nnd carefully
delegation,
anil
that
of
New
York
the
exagainst the wishes of the great majortion met today nnd completed the
guise the fact that they would prea
The stream of callers and of let- ity of democrats In Chicago, is with- night. The transformation, coming in ecutive business of the convention and any resolution to he offered must first fer to have almost any democrat nom- a use, i.
and
a
Mr. Mclntyre's own office, n
ters, all expressive of the best wishes out precedent and was a delibernte ef- a single njght, was most effective,
he submitted lo a caucus of the state
of
the
session
national
the
committee
. alike
were
inated for president than Mr. Rrynn, a
y
concrete building was
for the political future of William J. fort to disfranchise the democrats of delegates and residents
to be held on Monday. The convention delegation, to he held on Monday.
but both said that they had not come a blown down about his head Jusi
Bryan, was Interrupted today when Chicago. We are thoroughly prepared' taken completely by surprise. The program Is outlined for four sessions,
Judge Pnrker would pot discuss the to
Denver "with knives up their a us he and a number of friends
Herman Kidder, editor of the New to meet and combat every point muds decoration of the Inbusiness streetsa had
beginning next Tuesday. This would (rodactlon of resolutions expressing sleeves,'" for the Nebraskan.
Mr. a who bad taken shelter there from
accord with de- carry
ol
York Htaats Zeitung, called at Fair-vie- by the Sullivan people, and will pre. been carried out
Henry
Wattersnn
of
Fricomments
through
the convention
to
ago. The
come sev- a the sudden storm, got into the
he
had
Sheehan
said
that
and asked Mr. Bryan to with- sent our case to the national commit- sign decided upon someis time
upon
his resolutions
identical, and day afternoon, unless a fight in com- Louisville, Ky..
plan for each street
eral days ahead of Ihe convention to a open. The storm, he says, Is the
in favor of tee next Monday.
draw from the COBteJrt
We have prepared no private decorations have been per- mittee or on the floor should prolong and In fnct he declined to give his look over the ground and see what the a
win."
The
worst he bus ever experienced,
could
Who
by
"some candidate
anany
already
the
As
Interviews
deliberations.
briefs
of
of
the
opinion
had
nnd
printed
them
for
the
nomination of a a and the fury of the hail which
Interview between Mr. Bidder and Mr. benefit of all the members of the com. mitted to interfere with the harmony nounced, it is proposed that an ad- prominent demócrata based upon tile chancea for the
map who would satisfy conservative
nature mlttoe, and we expeet to win our of the general scheme. The Denver journment shall be taken immediately tentative draft.
accompanied the wind can hardly
Bryan was 0 fthe frankest
He said that he is
committee early sent out notices that
Mr.
confer- a be described. Three sheep herd- thnt
told
and
democrats,
astern
Mr. Bidder
throughout.
Is
organization
temporary
case."
not irrevocably Committed to the trib- ences probably
be after the
no political organizations would
would be held With a ers were beaten to death by the
Bryan was of the frankest nature
"Will you carry the fight to the conacross perfected out of respect to the mem- ute prepared by him in New York, but cdher prominent democrats who hold a storm, instead of two, as report- - a
would oppose him openly at the Den- vention floor in tht event of the na. permitted to stretch a banner
alory
Mr.
the
Cleveland,
of
late
ndopN
resolutions
h6
the
believes
that
the streets, and this edict has strictly though this feature does not appear
similar views. It was Intimated that If a eel in the earlier dispatches, and
ver convention, but In the event of tlonal committee ruling against
the been adhered to.
oil should suitably acknowledge the
it ' found ihnt Ihe nomination of Mr. a thousands of sheep are dead on a
bis being nominated to head the ticket contesting delegation?" was asked.
program.
on
the
The
first
formal
demby
the
debt owed Mr. Cleveland
State headquarters nnd the head- day's
Bryan i Inevitable;, that they will do a the plains. The Ions, particularly a
that the Stunts Zeitung and Mr. Rld-dIs as follows:
"Nothing was ever more certain," quarters
of
order
business
ocratic party. Judge Parker's state- their utmost to hnve adopted a pint-for- a In lambs, will be very heavy.
are marked
of candidates
personally would support the was the reply. "We are right, and If
Taggart,
t.
of
nationChairman
the
ment follows:
only by banners hung along the walls
would not nllenate eastticket.
the Denver convention is democratic it
Regarding the preparation nncl In- ern, orwhich
are es- al committee, csIIb the convention to
what has been known for sevMr. Bidder told Mr. Bryan that it will admit us. The democrats of ten of the buildings where they
noon.
order
at
expressing
troduction of resolutions
as a matter for the serious consid- congressional districts In Illinois can tablished.
eral years as "Cleveland democrats." (Special Dli patch to the Morula Joaranl
2. Secretary Urey Woodson reads
band
the deep regret of nil good citizens,
The draping of
Fort Hnmner, N. M July 3. A 'terHe and other eastern democrats do
eration of the latter whether or not hardly be Ignored, and we expect seats
convention.
call
the
for
ners from the many crosswlres along
whether democrats or republicans, at not favor the nomination of th? NeJ,
he would accept a third nomination will be awarded us."
Prayer
3.
by
Archbishop
James
wind storm accompanied by hall
rific
effect,
the streets gives an arch-lik- e
the recent death of Mr. Cleveland braskan, nor the
and wreck the chances of the demoplank of unpreecedental scenlty wrecked (he
"Do you expect to lay your case
Keane.
by
he
recognition
Union
at
arriving
the
making
visitors
formal
and the
cratic party to elect Its ticket at the
4.
of temporary of- and
Mr. Bryan tomorrow?"
which they think spells defeat for
and passing out through the ficersAnnouncement
democratic party of the great services the democratic ticket In the east. Judge town of Sunnyslde and did serious
coming election.
comupon
agreed
by
"We expect to discuss It with him, station,
national
are
welcome,
he rendered the country. I have only Parker's disclaimer of having been damage In Fort Sumner at 6 o'clock
"I do not believe you can carry New but I can not go Into that feature of great permanent arch of
mittee.
this to say: it seemed to some mem- involved in the preparation of an
York stute If you are nominated," said the matter until after I have seen him. greeted by a vista of waving color
n
nomiI,
nsks
Chairman
for
further
yesterday evening. Practically every
up Seventeenth street as
bers of the New York delegation
Mr. Bidder.
The entire delegation will go to Fair-vie- whichus extends
program, was In the form of business house In Sunnyslde Is in ruins
nations.
eye
Fifteenth
reach.
can
the
far
should
proper
that such resolutions
"I can not agree with you," ne;lied
6. No further nominations,
chairin the morning."
a statement that he had not attended
the other
am
"But even though
Mr. Bryan.
Judge Prentiss has a mnss of docu- and Sixteenth streets are come
puts question on ngreeing to the be presented to the convention and any conferences of nny members of and many residences are wrecks while
man
in
for
which
have
unable to carry that state, I 'boll ve I mentary evidence which he will lay main arteries
recommendations of the national com- particularly fitting that they should the New York delegation and that he Six poeple nrc dead and forty more or
emanate from the state which he serv- had paid no attention to convention
can be elected without the ele, torsi before the committee, and the legal the more lavish decorative scheme. mittee.
less seriously Injured.
lighting effects also have
vote of New York."
points will be argued by several mem7. Chairman appoints commlttoe of ed so well as governor and which arrangements thus far except to arprincipal
arranged
for
the
been
at
subThe dead:
gave
the
out
one
Ijiter Mr. Bidder
bers of the delegation.
delegates to escort the temporary gave him to the union to become
range to come here after he had been
street Intersections, and when the In- two
stance of his talk with the democratic
HKNRY OKKHARDT.
of the most honored of our many great
CaliBell,
A.
chairman,
of
Theodore
Publicity Plunk Must Go In.
as a delegate at large.
candescent bulbs all are placed and fornia, to
leader, which lusted half an hour.
OERHARDT'8 INFANT CHILD.
It also seemed appropriate elected
the chair.
opening
In
Sheehis
Mr.
efIs
Bryan
address
known,
Mr.
however,
on,
Is
night
that
It
the
current
the
turned
During the conference he presented to briefly
MISS MACK ALV ARADO.
8 and 9. Introduction and speech Of to some of my associates, nnd I fo
conferences early
Mr. Bryan a typewritten copy of a ner to referred In an eulogistic man fect Is expected to rival that of the temporary chairman.
say frankly to myself, han Intends to have
to
not
hesitate
unknown sheep herders.
Three
manager
of
Senator
Lynch,
Gore
city
Oklnhoma and duy.
for
with Frederick B.
The public buildings of the
proposed plank advocating the re. referring to the senator
111.
Call of states for members of for rensons that appear obvious, that Governor Johnson,
While many of the Injured are sehaving lost and state also have been incorporated
Marvel,
Joslah
and
pulp
and
wood
on
moral of the tariff
I should be the one to ffer such refc
Credenfollowing committees:
both eyes In early youth, said:
manager of the boom
Judge Geo. riously hurt, It Is not believed thnt any
In the plan of making Denver gay for the
Mr. Bryan wrote across the bottom,
rules lutions, nnd I will nnd It Is my Inten- Cray. The purpose offorthese confer of them will die.
'Thus embarrassed, thus hampered. convention visitors. The capítol, from tials, permanent organization,
"l am In favor of the above plank thus fettered he has worked his way Its eminence overlooking the city. Is and order of business, platform and tion to do so. Whether they will take ences will be
Telegraph wires both east and west
to ascertain What
Just the way It Is."
until he stands In what ought to be the
resolutions.
by
tentative
the
indicated
the
form
went
down with the storm which tore
effectively
most
decorated.
is possessed by the candi
strength
Mr. Bidder will carry this bit of highest legislative body of the world. the
1. Probably adjournment or recess.
draft published In New York since I dates opposed to Rryan and In the the roof from the Bantu Fe station
Denver Is eagerly awaiting the compaper to the convention nnd there is
"I say which ought to be; In what
It Is expected that the Cleevland left there I ennnot say, for the sim
light of the showing made to anal- and wrecked the telegraph office and
no doubt of Its being Incorporated In win De tne nignest legislative body In ing of the crowds, for the convention resolutions as finally agreed upon will ple reason
morning that
I hnve not had time tot yze the
that
marking
Is
opening
as
regarded
of
the
the
people
world
the
when
American
convensituation throughout the coun- It was not until this
by
the
the platform adopted
adjournbe introduced Just before
dol
I shall
It
carefully.
be sent lo
study.
of
news
could
the
disaster
city's
history.
epoch
new
In
a
the
an
rebuke
posthe
bv
convention
which
Is
try
It
to
and
determine whether
tion. The plank reads as follows:
hnxe
the op sible1 to keep away from Mr. Bryan the outside world.
so as soon as
The probability of a row In the ment.
"Every consideration of public policy overwhelming majority byvoted down
con.
second
of
the
session
For the
of senators
portunity and shall embody such por-- j
the people convention over the wording of the
The storm was not a twister, but
votes of
suggests the conservation oí our wood the election
the program tlons as seems to me suitable in th" more than one third ofIt the
and in rebuking that convention give resolution eulogizing the memory of ventlon on Wednesday,
Is necessary was a direct wind such as is common
convention,
the
which
lands and the removal of those Import the people in their
calls for the permanent organization. resolution which I h p to hyive the,
own hands the
dion the plans country of eastern New
duties which put a premium upon the right to choose their representatives Grover Cleveland was somewhat
the address of the permanent chair- privilege of offering. Any suggestion to do if his nomination Is prevented. Mexico, but In this cane of a severity
Partoday.
Judge
B.
Alton
minished
Existing
prove
the
our
forests.
destruction of
by direct vote. We are going to huve
man and the receipt and adoption of that my colleagues or myself were ac- Should these conferences
.
accuracy of Mr. Bryan's ciuims of never experienced before. Po
duties have given paper manufacturers a platform soon at Denver I am not ker, who drew up the resolution committee reports.
men
Bryan
as
be.
construed
which
tuated by nny motive other than a de- sufficient strength to Insure his nom while It has some substantial b.hi-ing- s.
the
orIn a position to discuss the platform
a shelter behind which they have
will
president
nomlnntinn
for
The
Is chiefly composed o( frame
ganised combinations to ralae the price first because the resolutions commit Ing a direct slap at their leader, ar- be made on Thursday and K iif plan-ne- d sire to pay tribute on a fitting ncrnsta Inatlon on the first ballot conferences
Is wholly without foundation, as I will then be h;ld
houses
and these proved an easy prey
men
of pulp nnd of paper and to impose a tee has not been appointed and second rived during the day, and announced
such
between
unto adjourn after this Is settled
(ax upon knowledge. The revenues do. because the newspaper men ahe here that he had no intention of offending til Friday morning, when the nomina am confident every fair minded man as are anagnnlstlc to the Nebraskan to the storm which swept away roofs
but if I can go by what has been Mr. Bryan or any of his followers;
will recognise when shall hnve comrived from Import duties on pulp and done
platform. They and parts of buildings and In many
the
in the states, I can tell you that that the resolution
as printed was Hons for the vice presidency will be in pleted the resolution for submission to and
and
the
printing paper are so small
will include Judge Parker, Mr. 8hc-han- . cases whole buildings, like egg shells
our platform will differ from the re merely a tentative draft, and that order.
., ,
the convention.
eflts to be obtained from the abolition publican platform In one essential re- Mr. Murphy and Martin Littleton The most serious loas Is In the busiProvision Is made in the program
of these duties are so considerable, soecl. Bead the renubllcan platform while he was still determined to offer
Murjiliy Statement
The
New
of
York. Col. J. M. Guffey, of ness section of Sunnyslde where pracfor the receipt of motions to limit secthat we endorse the attitude of the through and vou will find that It does a Cleveland resolution and considered
Roger C. Sullivan of tically every house has been demolishPennsylvania;
The statement given out by Mr.
demoer.itie i'resentat!ven In coneress not contain, except to a very limited himself the most appropriate person onding speeches to presidential nomiMr.
Mr. Lynch, for- ed or seriously damaged.
Marvel,
Illinois.
follows:
nominating
Murphy was as
who unanimously favored the placing exent, specific leclarations of the par to do so, Its exact wording will be de- nations, and to limit both
The wind was accompanied by hall
governor;
8. Thomas, of
mer
Chas.
"My attention has Just been called Colorado; C. G. Helfner of Washingof pulp and printing paper on me ty s policy on public questions. Dead termined after he has consulted tho and seconding speeches for the vice
did almost equal damage with
which
our platform when the convention members of the New York delegation. presidency,
free list."
to
to an
Interlew said
ton: Former Senator James Smith of the wind since almost every window
you
adopted
has
will
at
it
and
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afternoon. To all the oHeckS per windows shouting und pleading for
help. Men upon the nidewalk told
DEPOSITORY A. T. & S. F. RAILROAD CO.
be forged the Klgnature of B. A.
and one rtieek for $24. ho u
them lo wait tirtll the Bremen arrived
eoc.led lii canning at the Jaffa Grocery with their ladders. Hysterical with
tío.' Htore.
tne rrigtit mat was upon them, some
REPORT OF CONDITION MAY 14, 1908.
I'p to a late hour last night the man did not wait,
but hurled thcmslvc to
had not been arrested.
I he
sidewalk.
UABIUTOBS.
RESOURCE.
In this manner many were severely
al
I.leul. Turner KscHc
Injured. When one or two hnd thus
$ 200,000.00
$1,635,118.67
pic, dent faced death. It stamp, dd the others on
July
luster Itay,
It
b,b91.ül
.wit has approy. il the reMolu- the upper Idges nnd they, too,
89,836.22 Barpiss sS rraBts
escario aeS Keel KsUU
llon of the necretary of war In the
zuu,uuu.uu
308,000.00
AQQ 7Qfi ft 7
tasa of Flint Lieutenant Frederick E.
OOO All CO
('"million lmrved.
... 9.,-- r,
m
to kuki.,,,.,
'H,Sl
9&?,riJ.U?
Turner, Hlxth cavalry, that he be re
Y
1.
8.
July
James
i'tlca, X.
duced fifty marks in rank for Irregu Sherman's condition today was very
larity In aemuntii. Lieutenant Tur- grojlfylng to bin attending physician,
1,237,433.69
ner wan tried by court martial In who staled that there was every indiCOMPANY,
CIGAR
SCHLOSS
&
R0THENBERG
llmiihii found irulltv mid rcrommend- - cation of a speedy rerovery. Mr. SherX i d to be duunlaaed.
$2,962,388.58
The aecretnry of man plans to take up hi
campaign
$2,962,388.58
.
Distributors,
UlurltlcH wen- i. ii - work next week and Intends
to he
MEXICO
NEW
ALBUQUERQUE,
d of dlsmls 'n
r
nt ni the Hot Springs, Va., cun
tieren'.. Wednesday
in In rank.

FIRST BATCH THE JAFFA

i

sui-ntgl-

ly

GROCERY CO.

VICTIMS

-

ALLOWED ON

d

OF DEADLY

REFRIGERATORS
AT COST

Our Store

FOURTH

,

will be closed

oraer

l

decided
GREAT
They
the
and
Alaska

all day
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Saturday

-

n.-iUl-t.

the 4th of

WAGNER HDW. CO

July

..

CENTRAL AND FOURTH

Give us the
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y

order for

w.-r-

'

your groceries

nt

fruits,

veg-

etables

I

WALLPAPER
Albuquerque Lumber Co

i

and bakery

h.-a-

goods today.

Wat-lingto- n.

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque

.

ff

fire-wor-

Wat-limst-

X27.

Jaffa

J. PATTERf;

PRESCRIPTIONS?

l

WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

pfw-Idenc-

IP-nl-

,

I

,

'

Our Delicious
Ice Cream
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LIFE INSURANCE

CO.

11
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i

I

I
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!

e

Plumbing

'

ware-houa-

The Way It's Done

.

Look for Quality

four-year-ol-

UMBER Rio Grande Lumber Co

ARTIST

nt

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

nt

OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

y
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CONTRACTA

P

CIGAR

.

irtiiffa

ar.u..

Kltci-mui-

i'

.............

mai

ALBUQUERQUE

VHE

BASEBALL

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
BELEN IS

STANDING OP THE TEAMS.
National League.
Chicago
New York ,
Cincinnati .
Philadelphia
Uoston
Brooklyn
St. Louis

43

25

3

2

39
34
27

28
32

.632
.600
.582
.575
.460
.449
.384
.375

33
38
40
40

31

25
24

Sioux City

M
39
39
37
28
27

Omaha
Denver
Lincon
Pueblo
Des Molno

(he ruWf

-- !

limn

au ,
can.
THK PltlCUS

r

JOHN BECKER.

557

.54

TREASURY

54
.537

DEFICIT

AGINAR

.400
3!tl

command of the Atlantic fleet on
Its crulst from Hampton ltoads to San
Francisco. On the arrival of the fleet
at Sun Francisco. Admiral Thomas
succeeded to the command upon t'
retirement of Admiral Evans. He was'
In command uf the fleet for five days
at San Francisco, when he retired and
was succeeded by Hear Admiral Sper-rAfter his retirement from the
Bernce Admiral Thomas lias resided

BOND

13

REAR ADMIRAL THOMAS

i.KAt.ll..

1

l'ist

y

H :

Hea Mollies

Sioux City
Des Moines

.

.

.

ltm 012 40
020 00 400

12
6

Batteries
Starr, Crutcher
Sheu; Ford. Clark and Raedcl.
AM

?,

7

4

At Kanaaa City: Kansas City

I

At
.11

I'aul

fy-

and

-

gty

Mdse. of Integrity.

Doulsvllle

ATTOHNKYS.

Indianapolis:
Indianapolis-Toledgame postponed; rain.
.tiniiieupoiis: Allntieapolls
0.

Cooperstown, N Y.. July 3. There
was a more hopeful air tonight about
Fernlelgh. the Country estate where
Hlshop Henry C. Poller Is lying
e
leally III. than at any time since it
became apparent that the bishop has
wen so m, .Nevertheless while the
passage oT another day with mi ap- preclabti change for the worse in his
11
" an bo mm tamiiv ami pay.
si, lans s""'e encouragement, there was
"" iUpWltlon to make this fact the
basis for larg nopes. loniglits uul
crlt-ther-

letin follows

"Plshnp p.itter has parted a com
Ifoitable day. While he has not suf
fered from the heat as he has on days
previously he has not gaine.l percep-- !
UDiy in .strength and continue
v,'ri'

LADIES. HAIR ROLLS
The style demands und It
has become un absolute
necessity for ladies to
wear huir rolls. We have
every
style
desirable;
large, short or
small.
long. Made of hair. (Covered or uncovered.) Wire,
with or without the side
coinb attachments. Prices
range from
10c to

Bs9c

EACH.

The Qallup bond ssue has been declared null and void by Judge Ira A.
Abbott In the suit of Fabro against th
town of Qallup and the town author- ,jt,s
enjoined rom disposing uf
the bonds in the following decree Issued by the court yesterday:
T. A. Kabm v. Town of (allup.
This cause cumins; on for hearing on
the complaint and defendant's demurrer thereto a. iter hearing Frank W.
Clancy on behalf of the defendant and
B. P. Hall and I!. P. Adahis for plaintiff, the court, being fully advised In
the premises, ovei'i tiles sa hi ilemtin er.
,t is therefore conildel
and ad- Juilged bv
said com
.un
plaint is sufficient In law for plaintiff,
i
111
In
Ills
i!
:iil itttl
acainst defendant, and h Is ordered
that defendant base leave to plead
over to said complaint: whereupon de
fi udunt by Its counsel waives any tinn
leading heiTin, and de-lor i'urtf.-i lines and
refuses tl( plead further to
the complaint: and the couit there
upon finds that plaintiff Is entitled to
the relief prayed In his complaint;
It is
therefore ordered, adjudged
and decreed by tile court that the
bond Issue set vz and described in
s n'i! com hunt Ii ". and it hereby is.
declared null and Void and ordered Lu
he cancelled; thul sulci Town of Oal- lup. its officers, agents, servants and
employes, be, and they hereby are,
perpetually enjoined from Issuing, ex- -
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TUB ECONOMlftT

"""

II

I

THE ECONOMIST

it.
Attention ;.
There will be a regular meeting of
r.
at Odd FelO. K. Warren Post No.
lows Hall, Saturday evening, July 4.
p
m. All members are re-- e
at 7: to
present. Business of Im- (luested to
por ta nee.
ED JOHNSON.
Post Commander.
a. CALDWELL. Adjutant.
.

GOODS, Mi;.l.l.E.:Y AND WOMEN'S
PHONE ORDERS FILLED- PROMPTLY.

RI

READY-TO-WEA-

EXCJLF31V1CLV
GARMENT
FILLED PROMPTLY.

R

MAIL ORDERS

Dry Goods.

ALL DAY
T

SATURDAY, JULY 4TH

Is

MnnitiN Ka tail ra said m Have Emitr- s ( oiniiiHsloii to l(eorgaiii.e
(iotcriinic nl.

rr

Tokio. July 3. The resignation of
the cabinet was tendera at noon. It
Is believed that the emperor has In
structed Marquis Kntsura to form a
new cabinet.
The next cabinet will llkey be con
lines. A well
structed on
known authority said to the Associat
ed Presa: "All rumors that a chungo
In the cabinet means militarism are
abwulutely unfounded. The new cahl-- ,
ix't will certainlt follow th' lines oft
peneeful retrenchment."

Do Your Shopping Friday.

Store Closes as Usual, 9 P. M.

non-partis-

Journal Want AOs Get Results!

j

US

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRV GOODS HOUSE.

WILL BE CLOSED

1

CABINET
QUITS THE JOB

I

1
ijtfj

OUR STORE

2. St.

d

JAPANESE

SVIIGEON8.

and gives three complete shows ev
DR8. 8HADRACH & TULL
ery day
Olte every afternoon comPractice Limited
mencing at 8 o'clock for ten cents i,.tiHi Rapatéb to the" Muralna Journal.
Eye, Ear, Nose und Throat
Katon. N. M.. July 3. It. A. Motley,
anywhere ill the house, and two each
nad Aurlat for Santa Fe t'oaet
evening, stalling respectively at S If Uas Vegas, whose extensive real es- - Oculist
Lines.
Office State National Bank
ánd lill and for ten and twenty cents. tate op' ratlons have recently
Building.
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m.; l:So
made
This week thev have on in addition to
6 p. m.
to
In
Vex
flgitr
Ntw
important
an
.. run
picture show two f him
HOMEOPATHS.
vaudeville acts. Ico real estate matters, has just clou d
the most attractive
Imaginable. The first one Is
a iic' for the
purchaaa of u.ono DR8. BRONSON & BRONSON
Homeopathic
the parlor juggler, w ho ionics acres f land in the Maxwe'l land
Physicians and Surgeons
out into a seen 6 set for a parlor,
dressed in evi ning dress, and twirls, grant. In this county, the l ra 't lying Over Vnnn's Drug Store. Phones: Office 628: residence, 1053. Albuquerspins. pOlaeS and flirts with every arti- - in i' tit n the lines of ihc Santa V ah
que. N. M.
The St. Louis,
cle of furniture in the room.
Rocky Mountain tu) PaDKNTIMTB.
other ac t Is that of the Three Wyatt cific railroads. The consld .'ration had
Sisters, son;;, dance and musical ar-- ! not bean
DR.
KRAFT
J.
E.
public.
Mr. Morny, it
made
1st x. who are pretty girls and Who
Dental Surgeon
"
Room
Barnett building. Phor.a
liréis charmingly,
744. Appointments made by mall.
Two funny moving pictures open sell the laud In small traes on the
the bill and a great feature picture. I eastern market.
ASSAYERS.
reproducing James ( fNell's Vtralon of
W. .IKNKS
thc roma nth play. Monte frislo, clos- Ol It nOMINTH I'IMsll IS J 1ST
ssayer
es it.
U SATISFIES UtH
THE THING
Mining and Metallurgical Engineer
J.H- Sciiltl sings for an IllustrateiP
I
XOV WANT TO lit,
HATRO&S.
Weit Fruit avenue poslollne
song in tlie middle of the show "When II' it) DATE HAVE t)l K LAUN- ófl9
173. or at office of F. H. Kent. 11
Night Brings Out the Stars."
DRY DONE BY THE LMfKItlAL
South Third street.
A matinee of this fine bill will be LAl'NhllY, HACK OF POOTOKEÍCE.
given the children this afternoon at
(TVII, ENGINEERS.
ten cents and a arlae thrown In.
A Contente
Woman
I'ITT ROSS
County Surveyor
MOTHER CRAY'S Is always found In the sann house
8now
Liniment. Rj Attorney before U. S. I.and Depart-U- i
SWEET POWDERS Withe,s Ballard's
every Itfemher OÍ the family
ment. Land Scrip for sale. Civil
FOR CHILDREN,
engineering. Gold avenue, opposite
free from aches and pains, it heals
A OrUIn Rabat tor FsvrrlahneMa.
v, aid.- - and cures- rlieiiMornlliK .lolimill office.
II e a a e h r. ems. burns and
Con st hint ion.
Tcrlhiiig matlarn, nauralglo, lumbago md nil,
HioiuHi h Tronblf,
,
and llmlror
an r iÍpj-mf-- ai
lote b'Bii,
Best quaint iialRe
muscular soreness and stiffness. Sold
V. urin.. T:..'.' Iln'nll Mil xliilt
Trario Mick. initKni"-- .
andlgi.Ts jht hundred. T'-all l'ui'.. ÍjoU. by .1. K.O'RIelly Co,
attQageM
21c
ilWFUKlt. Ai!ln.
Don't arcepl Htmali
bran ever gold. E. V. I t
snysubttiiule. A. S. OLMSTED. Le Roy, N.Y. J l.no a bottle.

f

Help I'or Tliow Who Haw stomach
Troii hie.
After doctoring for about twelve
paars for u bad stomach trouble, and
spending nearly five hundred dollars
for medicine and doctor's fees, I
my wife one box of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets,
which did her so mjch good that she
continued to use them and they have
done her more good than all of the
bought before. SAMI'KL
medicine
BOY SR. Folsom. Iowa.
This medicine Is for sale by all drugists. Samples free.

W. WILSON

Attorney at Law
Collections Made. New State National
Bank Bldy,. Albuquerque, N. M.
R. W. U. BRYAN
Attorney a'. Law
Office In First National Bank building
Albuiiuerque, N. M.

i
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JOHN

MAXWELL

i

4; folum-bu- s

Secretar).

CARDS

Mil- -

0.

BEROER,

M.

-

ERIC AN ASSOCIATION

itaukee 0.
At Louisville:

tilVN

.,

Tills Mark Stands for1

.

it

KM.

PHYSICIANS ANI

"

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Sioux City, July 3. Both sides halted hard today, but the locals had the
belter of it.
Score
K. h E.

TITLE PERFECT, WARRANTS DEEDS

Las Vegas Real Estate Dealer DR. S. L BURTON
Physician and Surgeon
Declared Null and Void in DeBuys 18,000 Acres in Colfax Highland Office, H1C South Waller St.
IN BISHOP POTTER
a
Albuquerque
people
fine
have
Albuquerque. N M. Ph ne 10.
cree Rendered by Judge Ab- place to spend the afternoon Or evenWill
Market
County
at
and
R.
L. HU8T
upon
this fourth of July. The
bott in Case of Fabro Against ing
Past Twelve Hours llac tiheii Physi
Physician and Surgeon
Crystal is now running a vaudeville
Once,
Rooms 6 and 8. N. T. Armijo bulia- cian Some IIom for Kceovery.
and moving picture show combined
Gallup,
Ing, Albuquerque, N. M.

1

gunu

Mailt i

THE CRYSTAL THEATER

CHANGE FORB'eTTER

apo-nlcx- v.

Sl.u

By

and native hay.
w. ive, aas.aod s. 1st pjtonc i

w

n

lktM

fat

MAIL AND

re-

of said bonds, or pa

thereon or providing B
sinking fund for the payment of the
same, and that plaintiff recover of defendant his costs herein to be taxed.
And thereupon defendant by its counsel prays an appeal from the foregoing judgment to tha suprema court of
the Territory of New Mexico, which
appeal is allowed by the COUrt.
lltA A. ABBOTT.
Judge.
July .'. Has.

Old Chip alfalfa
B.

,

cd: rain.

Roller Mill, a Winery, Uie

lug interest

THE COURT

California,

DIES OF
Detroit i' Cleveland 0.
m. d
"M.
Cleveland. July 3. Detroit won
DASSKTI'. II. D."
lonight not a firecracker uas heard
from Cleevland today, nix to noHiing.
('
itaiuler of tiic Atlantic Heel anywhere in
awl knocked the lócala out of first lrte
the village. The bishop
Stricken at Del .Monte.
place.
continues cheerful and hopeful.
stcon
if Ti. I ' Del .Monte, Cab. July 3. Rear Ad000 Olio 000 0
Cleveland
Thomas, retired,
miral Charles M
000 000 303 0 11
Detroit
MEN AMDW0MEM.
United States navy, died here tonight
batteries Bcrger. Uebhardt and at
Dm lie CI for uDuatural
N:3U o'clock, from n stroke of
In
dlB( h 'í,'Oi.iüflftHUIIfcEMU3,
U 6 dart-Bemls; Donovan and Schmidt.
OutriDteei W irritaiioni or ulcr aioi8
JBV
.
of in com in, 'Mil. mini.
The admiral had just returned from MM Mi lUivtBrc.
CitUciM.
PainiMt, and nnt M:rltt
Washington 7: Ne York I.
with Mrs. Thomas and
dinner
Hear
(ent or poiiionoui.
Washington, July 3. New York had
old by O.-- aqsrids,
Swinburne and Mrs. SwinAdmiral
three pitchers in the box today, but burne and was Seated on the porch of
or fti: tn plain via per,
hr
Washington made its third win. 7 to 4.
!(. prona I, fui
él. no, ri i.,
the hotel when he was suddenly strickCircula) sent vu rt lumi
Score
R. H. El en, and five
minutes later passed
Washington
7 11
l uwa
..301 100 30
New York
000 0J1 100 4 10
Hear Admiral Thomas was second Journal Wants Bring Results.
Batteries smith and Street; Lake,
Vaughn, Clieebro and Klelnow.
Louis game postponed;

taw

STS.

TO

disposing of. delivering,

ceiving proceeds

ISSUE IS

ENJOINED

APOPLEXY-jañ.vin-

Philadelphia-Bosto-

editing,

i

111

--

rain.

PRICES. OR OTHER INFORMATION

y.

1

.

date, Patent

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT CO.

Prealtleat

Button it; Brooklyn i.
Boston, July 3. Boston won from
Brooklyn today by h hatting rally In
Largely Responsible for Poor
the eighth inning.
Score
íl. H. R
Showing,
S
3
001 BOO na
0
Boston
5
4
Brooklyn
10" ""U 08
Washington, July 3. - Secretary Cor- Hatteries McCarthy ami Qraham; telyou today gave out a statement
Mclntyre and Bergen,
regarding the situation In which he
says that the deficit of $60.000.000
Pittsburg shuts Out ( hicugo.
shown by the treasury department
Pittsburg. July 3. Pittsburg tight- Is more apparent than real, because oí
today
on
ened their hold
first place
anticipated
bookkeeping .system
by shutting out Chicago by B lOOFe of the
Is being overhauled and con
which
7 to 0.
tending that "considering the ordin-- j
Sc ore
K H. K.
nry receipts of the government
1
7 13
201 200 002
Pittsburg
Is really n surplus.
Chicago
000 000 000 0 5 2
The secretary says that the Items InBatteries Willis and CJIbson; Overunder ordinary expenditures
cluded
all, Lundgrcn and Moran.
are such as might properly be covered
by the issue of bonds instead of paid
New York 8; Philadelphia ;!.
of the current revenues, the bit-- 1
out
3.
New
July
York.
Philadelphia ter method constituting an exhibition
was outplayed by thu home team toof financial streiiirth which shows onlv
day.
an imaglnury deficit. The statement
.Scon
K. 1!. K.
cites methods of Special accounting of
.10(1 :M)0
3 10
Philadelphia
fore ign governments along these lines
ooNew York
8
10
Ml

Chlcago-St-

AND

CHICAGO.

WIDE AVENUES ANO

RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT.

AND

'

D

WRITE FOR MAPS

Lost. P.C.

II

1,000 BUSINESS

THE BELEN TOWNSITE

a Comm rcial Club, Mercantile Store oí ell
It baa fine piaa with shade tree and a beautiful lake. School House. Cnur-h- e.
new Hotel Helen, with all modern lmproenmnia; restaurant.
Crick Yard, fro Lnmber Vinia, etc., etc.. etc.

ONE-THJK-

Secretary Cortelyou Declares
Obselete Booking System is

AMERICAN

t the lUo Grange.

OWNS

epot. wll mm
xanaa
BaUway Cwaaaay baa tatr the largest taraaisal yr rit on It. tjtUm from Chira o to Californi- a- Me wttk aa tleatat Burn Batlag Haasa, a
The late offered fot .tale adjote ta értmmi groassja ana Barrar atine hitusa; atraau grafted. aiéWaUt lata aati .nade Ina, ata.
EARS AT 8 PER CENT INTEREST;
C.JSI1; BALANCE ON NOTE AND MORTGAGE FROM ONE TO TW
99 1XJTS ABAC LOW TEHMS AK.

NATIONAL LEAUL'U.

B09-.0-

COMPANY

In

30
32
32
42
42

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

Cut-O- ff

BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO ALL FAST LIMITED, EXPRESS,
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

Western League.
Won.

Located on the Belen

MILES SOUTH, OF ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. ON THE MAIN LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND WEST FROM
KANSAS CITY. AND GALVESTON TO SAN FRANCISCO. EL PASO AND OLD MEXICO.

E

Helen. New Mexico. Ilet la

America u League.
Won. Lost. P.C
Clubs
38
Si. Louis
28
.578
38
38
.575
Cleveland
37
Chicago
29
.566
37
29
Detroit
.560
Philadelphia
33
31
.515
30
38
Boston
.443
New York
2fi
4ii
.til
Washington
41
25
.871
Clubs

THIRTY-ON-

THE BELEN T0WNS1TE AND IMPROVEMENT

PC

Won. Lost.

Pittsburg

1908.

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO

MAJOR LEAGUE

Clubs
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
dam
gentlemen represent
These two
enormous Interests, and were In 'im- arron looking into the project with ai
When seen by a'
view of Investment
Mr l'ur- - i
representative of the Citlu-nIII
we
take
clay said: "Whether
hold of the pinpi.siln.il either In whole
or In part depends on so many contin-- :
gencics at the present time that I do
not wish to say anything aboul that
part of our visit Hut I will gludly
however, that I have seen large numprojects and
bers of the irrigation
throughout
scheme
the southwest,
and I can assert without hesitation
that this Is one of the largest, If not
the largest, and one of the best, projects In every way that I have seen.
HUNDRED AND FIFTY
For a project of this magnitude, which
COOKED TO DEATH will irrigate much more than one hundred thousand acres of land, the cost
""
K"
of construction is ridiculously small,
and from my Investigations here, I do
Two Hundred and Fourteen not believe that your rich, fertile land
in this locality requires us much waBodies Thus Far Recovered; ter to raise crops as Is the case in
Buried
While
Wives and many parts of the southwest. With
of over twenty
a normal rainfall
Mothers Go Mad.
(inches, I believe that this project will
furnish water to irrigate much more
Viewing It
IB Ibntaf Journal Ssnlil Laawd Wire.) land than Is figured on.
from all standpoints of climate, rain
Ysxnva. European Russia, July 3.
The bodies of 214 persons, recover, .1 fall, fertility of the. land, cheapness ol
from the Rikovsky mine, which was construction, etc., I think that this
the scene nf m explosion of gas poster project Is the best I have ever seen,
ilajr. were buried today.
and I firmly believe that this section
Toduy the horror of the situation
next portion
was added to by a fire which broke nf tile country will be the
I predict a great InO penetrated the to be developed.
out thl.s llllll lilt
Inner galleries, where 150 men were rush of farmers as soon as the project
Imprisoned, and Bade the effort of and others of a like nature, arc put
the rescue pardea almost useless. In on their feet, and I can see the Cimthe mine could be heard OriM for help arron Valley, as you call it, one of
Fifty-threall day.
bodies had been the garden spots of the whole south
taken out today, all terribly mutilated. west. BeQB Off. of these reasons, exSonu- of the men hail been burned to
pect to see your fine little town a prosdeath, while the heads ulld limbs of
others had been torn off by the force perous and thriving city of large size
of the explosion. Seventy-fiv- e
wound' within a few years."
Coming as this does from a man
.I wer also taken out and removed
to hospitals, (if tbes. ten succumbed who has made land ami land develop
duriiiK the day and many others are in, men! his business for years, the be
i BrecSrioQS
Three women lief In the future of this section of the
condition
who Klr.ofl ill (he mm 111 of tile I. it
Ve expressed,
most
M
recognized the bOliea of their hus- - (,un,r
1,11 "f lls wh' 1,11 vr c:li,t in
bands, dropped .b ad from the shock. 1'1''""'"
our lots with Cimarron
A number of others have Mine mad.
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EXPLOSION AT

STOPURKICKEN

YSZONA
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Until you

VACUUM HOUSE
COMPANY.

It will not Obligate You.

I
REPUBLICS

TIRE OF PEACE

Financial Conditons Have no Central Americans Line up for
Struggle Which Means AsEffect on Progress of Cona,
cendancy of Cabrera or
struction of New Transcon-

1

Ze-lay-

tinental Line by Santa Fe,

Despite the puupicy of traffic and
the feet that earnings have suffered a
serious decreas, the Santa Fe has con-tinued throughout the spring month:
to prosecute th.; reconstruction of what
is known as Its Panhandle division
The division extends trom Welling34(
ton, Kas to Texico, N. M an !
miles In length. The completion ol
this work practically will give th
road a new route from the Missouri
WOMAN
STOLE
river to the Rocky mountains, mad.
anu un
up or the new jieien cut-o- n
division
Panhandle
reconstructed
this all Its transcontinental traf
HORSES S GHAK6 E liver
fie, both passenger and freight, will
be handled
The prosecution of this work Is thi
reason for the great increase In op
,hf ::";,T"'
Set earns of Agony Reveal Rash einalillo County Men Taken to "Ungyear, " 'lurlmi10 some
amounting
liseni
Santa Fe to Face Somewha! nno for the first ten months, as i,,...u,i
whenDeed of Texico Giil Who
ever there bus been an abandonment
Complicated Situation,
of the old route for I new. the orig
Takes Big Dose of Carbolic;
bl has been charge.
inal ..si of tl
Charged with stealing their ow n off to operating expenses,
No motive Known for Deed,
At one time it was hoped to have
horses. Abran and Vicente Jaramillo.
of Sedillo, Bernalillo county, brothers, this reconstruction work completed b
prrlal ('nrreopndrnrr Morning Journal I lone b.en taken to Santa Ms bv Den. I the end of the current fiscal year, but
I ...til
I". .
M
nlolil nf
If full.' I
I Ills
'
has been found to be Impossible
.'
V a oting woman, name ty Sheriff S. ferino Haca nuil Uve The
about 9 o clock
present intention is to op.n tin
k
,l",n'
8t
""
unknot., who came hers from Texas warrantstf pectof
new route to trafile gradually as It 1?
4
issued
of
an
tM result
recently, swallowed the contents of a
finished, and how It is hoped that th
bottle of carbolic acid tajfOnnatlOIl Wei by Van Horn. The whole will be under operation earry in
o
purs
rooming house.
the Central
Her .iataniill" brothers
the fan.
shriek of agony brought assistance ranchmen. The case Is a complicated
An actual saving of sixty miles li
at once, but it was too lain for the jone. H is said that several horses be-- distance will be effected, and the
,
iini.1 Mircuuous ...on o. ,nysicians 10 longing
,.e Jnramilln brothers maximum grade will be 1.25 per cent
.
.
I tie remains
save her lif.
wer. semi,
tin
taken up by Q and that only at one point, whereas
to Dallas. Texas, for interment.
It Is
maximum on the old route was .1.5 pel
said the .sulci. le ernes of a g
famcent at least two points. When tin
ily. The motive for her deed remains notifled Van Horn, the latt. r Instruct- division is completed the Santa F"
ing him to hold tin m until their ownun absolute mystery.
will haev a route front Chicago across
ership developed, it is claimed thai the Itockv mountain range, the heav- DEPARTMENT I'KKP'.HKm m
t grade
u.ii.ioioios aim uinara lore uow u
of which, except at he one
MEET Ml. ICAJi OMPI.AIM ;i pari of the corral fence belonging to point referred to, will be ll.fi per cent
Washington. July. I.- - The state de- McArion and drove off the horses. It This will enabl the road, should
partment has been making efforts to Is further said that a justice of the be ho minded, to clip twenly-fo- u
barn the facts In the border situation peace in Bernalillo county issued a nnurs on us running time Between
in order t
be prepared to answer warrant addressed to a
constable In Chicago and Sun Francisco.
the complaint that Is expected to be
county
Fe
Santa
for
arrest
the
of
filed by Ambassador Creel as soon
on a charge of contempt.
as he arrive! In Washington
next
lived meanwhile In Torrance DONAHUE
week,
to the effect that some of the
MUST STAY
Texas official have not lived up to county, so that jurisdictions were badly
mixed up. Mi Arron lives south of
Of the
neutrality
the requirement
lawn.
The department believes that Stanley.
TeUMM have actually done as mtieli
I
PHISON
as they could in restraining the depGUANI) FREE WRE WORKS
redations of the revolution tats across DIKI'liAY, TRACTION PA UK,
NIGHT, JULY I.
the border considering the great extent of territory to be guarded and
bearing In mind the fact that the
GRAND FREE KIRK WORKS judge Abbott Denies Petition
states generally have come to look to DISPLAY, TRACTION PAHK, SATNIGHT, JULY 4.
URDAY
no national government for such in- for Writ of Habeas Corpus
1
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'

in-t-

well-to-d-

Mexico City, July 3. According to
unofficial advics from Sentral Aracr- Isca, trouble in that region is looked
for In the near future. If predictions
ontalne, in letters and telegrams
from the region prove to be well
founded the work of the Washington
SOSCO conference will have been of no
avail.
The rumors are to the sffeol
hat Salvation and Guatemala are to
themselves, against Nicaragua
ilign
tnd Honduras anjd thai the outcome or
the trouble will result in the ascendency of Jose Santos íelaya. of Nicara-ue- ,
or Bstradu Cabrera, ot Guate
nata, as the leading figures in Central
American politics.
Lalcr will come
tho union of the five republics into
one nation. Kit Iter Cabrera or Zelaya
will then dominate. tn the new repub-

f

lic

!

.

111

-

I

n

SAT-Cltl-

.l

Beginning today hacks will be furnished by Oakey's hack line at all
Mexico City, July 3. Ambassador hours of the day and night. Prompt
Enrqu. C. i 'reel will leave Chihuahua and satisfactory service. Telephone
tf
for Washington tomorrow.
He will 195 or 196.
tak. with him a number of documents
bearing upon the recent raid at Las
THE ANN DRUG STORE WILL
Vacas.
CLOSE AT Noo ON JULY HI. FOR
OF DAY. KINDLY GIVE
HOTEL DENVER, CORNER SEC- BALANCE
i s vol li PATRONAGE
IN THE
OND AM) COAX; BEST $i..V) PER
MORNING.
IN
BOUSE
LOWCITY.
THE
1Y
EST HATEs WEEK
OK MONTH :
AMERICAN
PLAN TIP TOP ACin Real
CREEL

LEAVES FOR
M

miin;ton

COMMODATIONS.

TODAY

Bargains

DOME.

room brick cottnge, wash
house, corner lot, cement walk
on both sides; close In.
4
room frame cottage,
$1600
nicely finished, and two ronm
dohc, cement finish; 60 ft. lot,
H. Broadway.
5 room brick cottago, mod13000
ern, extra nice; close In.
4 room frame cottage mod11900
ern. W. Lead ave. Easy terms.
ti uno 4 roo.n shingle roof adobe
dwelling, good foundation, cement walk, N. Fourth st.
frame cottage, near
shops; easy terms If desired.
new brick store
I8S00
building on Centnl avenua.
12300
frame with hath;
good outbuildings; lot 76 by
143; lawn, 16; shade trees; 4th
ward.
11160
cement
finish;
adobe, hath, electric tight.
$ I ?00
frame, North 8th
street, 60 foot lot, city water.
$2760
new brick cottage,
modern, clone In.
$2360 -- 6 - om brlek cotatra, modern. Fourth ward.
$2600

BIG

LAND

MEN

AT

CIMARRON

$1400--6-roo-

Enthusiastic Over favorable
Prospects for Big lirigatiou
Projects in Cimarron Canyon
and Maieno Valley.
Cltlsen.)
Another party of big dealers In
southwestern land have been visiting
Cimarron looking into the ennrmoi.H
Irrigation srheme which contemplates
placing many thousands of acres of the
riel. Cimarron vulley lands under Hater, and the members ntate that they
ere vastly Impressed vlth the whole
Mr. W. L. Barclay, of the
project.
Western Land comoany, of Ht. Paul,
Minn., and Mr. Kletfer. of the Kleffer
Ind company, of Mlshatvaka. Ind.,
both representative of big land companies, arrived In Cimarron from
Bprtflfrt Isle last Friday evening, and
Saturday morning drove up to the
Read of the Cimarron canyon, where
It opens out into the Mareno valley.
and viewed the site of the
tu.

ni
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MORE TRnUBLES FOR
MANNING
Occupant of Count
Jail now Charged With

Unwilling

ntuli

tf

f4,

Um,m f.

'

H. O'gellh; Co.

ng

Another Man Out of

$39,00.
J. fj. Itnrroiighs. alias J O. Jl.ui-ninnow in the county all in detuult
of bond .in the charm- of obtaining
mom ) under fa'se pretenses, In having
more troubles every day. Yenterdny
H M Johnson filed h complstnl before
Just les of the Psses w. w. McCUl-luu- .
charging Manning ullh defraud
ing him out of the sum of $39. The
set for Mon
hearing on this charge
day morning at II o'clock - The hear
ing on the. previous charges is set for
July IC. Manning first got into trou
ble when h. raised a $3 draft to $300
and proffered It In payment of a bill
for $23 at I he Alvarado. A telegram
to tho Prescott bank, on which the
draft was drawn revealed the fact that
th.. draft wa bogus and Manning was
It then transpired that he
arrested.
had worked the same game in Phoenix. Arlx. Manning represented himself as an Aritona mining mas.
-

TO MAKE IT

WANT!5riena!L

ON

WANTED Roll top desk. Address B.
care Journal.
WANTED Job work by competent
113 North Sixth st.
carpenter.
Gentle family horse,
WANTED
tf
Phone 109
WANTED Cash paid for grain sacks,
brass, lead, copper, zinc, peuter,
aluminum, tin foil and rubber. E. W.
4
S. 1st.
Phono 16.
Fee,
WANTED Pipes to repair. Joe Richtl
ards' Cigar Store.
Employment as painter,
WANTED
clerk or assistant bookkeeper.
Tijeras avenue.
WANTED To place with good business concerns, the following: Competent lady stenographer, 7 years' excompetent
perience, best references;
saleslady, best references from leading firms in Chicago and Joplin, Mo.;
young lady stenographer, some experience, best references.
I. B. Folds'
Employment Agency, 209 West Cold
avenue. Telephone coo.

THESE SMALL

Little Editorial

for

FOR

--

SALERea IJ&tole

modern
FOR SALE By owner:
frame; 5 rooms and bath; close In,
$1850. Address Box 153.
SALE Lot No. 31, Block No. !,
FOR SA LE Mlscenaneous FOR
on 12th st, in Perea addition, for
Wyañ-ilnttf$225. For further information write
FOR SALE DustTii White
the hens that lay. 904 Wil- H. H. Huffman, No. 11 Randolph st.,
Roanoke, Va.
liam street.
FOR SALE Good, gentle horse, dou- FOR SALE Two cottages, corner of
ble harness, express wagon. 521 W.
Third and Mountain Road, $2,000.
Silver.
Also lots in Old Town witn fruit trees,
80
FOR SALE -- Eight Navajo blankets, $50 each.
first class. cheap. 1507 South 2nd FOR SALE On easy payments, 18
J7
street.
lots, single or in bunch, good locaFine investment, or will exFOR sale English fox terrier pup-ple- '. tion.
change fer paying business or other
Jj6
521 North Second.
Inquire 220 West Silproperty.
m2t)
FOR SALE Pony, saddle and bri- - ver.
216 North Arno.
dlr
FOR SALE 5 room modern brick
FOR SALE All kinds of house hold
residence, easl frontage, close In,
furniture.
Futrelle Furniture Co., small cash payment and balance
tf
west end of viaduct.
monthly Hkc rent. Here is a chance
FUR SALE White leghorn and
large capital not
rock hens; one and two to own your home, Armijo Building.
years old. inquire
E. J. Strong, required. Elder,
Strong's Rook Store.
Jtt
FOR RENT Dwelling!
FOR SALE A good pony and .saddle
327 North Fifth street.
FOR RENT A four room brick
house, furnished. 317 South Arno.
WANTED.
tf
Inquire at same number.
house,
"RENT
brick
FOR
FOR (1O0D positions of nil kinds, call
modern. Close In. Inquire E. B.
or write us. Do not apply unless Booth.
tf
you can give very best references. L.
2, 3, 4 and 5
Agency,
209 FOR RENT OR SALE
E. Folds' Employment
room houses, furnished or unfurWest Gold.
nished. W. V. Futrelle, 500 South
secondbuy
To
men's
WANTED
Second.
hand clothes of all kinds In good
brick house at
RENT
shape, Highest prices paid In cash. FOR
00!) West Coal avenue;
Send postal. We will call. H. Frank,
brick houce,
fine
location.
21 North Third street, phone 882.
cor North Fifth st. and Marquette
Ü ARMY
IT.
WANTED FOR
ave;
modern. 6 rooms
unmarried men between ages over San Jose Restaurant,
Central
ot
IK
35;
United
States
citizens
of
and
Gold and
E. H. Dunbar,
av.nue.
of good character and temperate hab- Third.
its, who can speak, read and write
English. For Information apply to
MISCELLANEOUS
,
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Albuquerque, N. M.
MAGNETIC HEALING at reasonable
terms. Treats children and ladles
WANTED Ladles to call and see our
Gentlemen will be treated If
new stock of millinery at reduced only.
prices. Miss C P. Crane, 612 North accompanied by their wives. 1020 S.
Second street. Ladles' tailoring and Edith. Phone 1431.
dressmaking parlors. Phone 944. Ap-l
prentices wanted.
MUSICAL

ííoólir

1

Able-bodi-

(Texico Trumpet.)
We have got to see the first person
yet who is not going to celebrate at
San Antonio, says the embryonic editor of the San Marcial Standard,
Among the many new papers starting In New Mexico now ihecr are several good ones which show real ability on the part of the editors, and are
a delight to find on the exchange table; and then there are some which
'arc not fit, typographically nor edlto- Irially, to deserve the name of news- You can't possibly make
paper.
little gutter .snipe
good coffee from an inThe Standard Is
perpetrated on the unsuspecting citiferior brand. Crystal
zens of San Marcial by a clumsy writer and blacksmith printer, who gives
coffee, at 30 cents per
the Standard the appearance of bepound, we confidently beIn last
ing run by an Ignoramus.
week's IsBue (you were fortunate if
lieve, is the best brand
you received a copy which was "printever sold in Albuquerque.
ed" Instead of "smeared"), were sevin sentences
eral bad constructions
and mistakes in language which were
The sentence at the
not grammatical.
top of this paragraph is a sample.
However, tills has nothing to do
with the readers of the Trumpet, but
In the same Issue he undertakes In u
"smart alecky" way to criticise the
SOLE AGENT.
Trumpet as follows:
Ópsjtral,
MM
Pbooc ü:i8
"The learned editor of the daily
gimlet (the Trumpet) in un editorial
only besprint thut was laughable
printed a
XXXXKOXXXXX)OOCXXOOOOOOOOO cause of its awkwardness,
grammatical oversight which occurred
in the columns of the Standard."
Now we huve no desire to waste our
SpMS On the age brush editor of the
Standard, und will Just say that if he.
wants the authority we try to follow,
he should get u copy of Webster's
(Tnuhrldged dictionary. And If he ever
overfin. 1m out what a "grammatical
Rigid from the shoulder
sight" is he will find something thai
Be conservative and think
has never been brought to light beI hen
it over
you'll invesfore.
tigad The c & a. CofThe .Standard editor said last week
that he had concluded to bray so his
fee Comrpany'n
subscribers could better understand
him and us we do not speak that language, we tunc no desire to discuss the
Kngllsh language with a mule, wc
will not pay further attention to his
short-legge- d
our goods eour the keen-kicks.
up
We re xtirrlng
est tost.
K TION.
Albuquerque
whole
tin
Tuesday, July 7. 2 o'clock p. m..
to
las
sharp, ut corral, corner Third street
and Copper avenue, I will sell ut
auction for Mr. Erlek Paulsen of
is
N. M.. eight head of AmerThese animals are In
horses.
ican
When and where and
good condition. If you need a good
man will show you.
horse come to this sale. I will sell one
nine year old work horse, weight
about 1200 pounds, four well broke
saddle horses, three to harness weight
about 800 pounds, also throb
C. & A. COFFEE CO. average
two year old and post unbroken colts.
Inspect animals Monday before sale
1076. SECOND ST.
at above mentioned corral.
HCOTT KNIGHT.
Phone 761.
Auctioneer.

Coffee and
Tea

T.N.Linville

av-j.-

J-

.

Tea

Teas

n,

Salesmen. Agents.

WANTED

WANTED Young man for traveling
position; $50 per montli and expenses; promotions on merit; small cash
security required. Address Supt., care
J6
Journal.
TAFT'S LIFE AND SPEECHES. Official edition, with chapter by President Roosevelt. Only $1.00. Big
terms to agents. Freight paid. Outfit ready. Send ten cents postage.
Ziegler Co., 265 Fourth St., PhiladelJ4
phia

PERSONAL
will be back

DR. NACAMULI

office from Europe

at

September

his
16,

908.

Bids Wanted.

j

!

712.

s;

602-60-

Delicious

Tea

Phone

FOR RENT Four room house strictly modern furnished or unfurnished.
Inquire
street.
406 South Fourth
J6
308 West Lead evenue.
rent-n- o Room at 422 North 6th
sick.

ADS.

Amenities

Tea That

J4

FOR RENT A nice room with modern conveniences. Inquire 608 W.
Silver, or phone 1136.
tf
FOR RENT Furnished roóms, light
housekeeping or lodging; large,
light and modern; bath, etc.; one
block north of park. S. E. cor. Eighth
st. and Kent ave. Rates moderate.
FOR RENT Front room, furnished
for sleeping; no invalids. 316 S.
Walter.
rooms for
FOR tRdSNT Furnished
light housekeeping, bath and elec-trl- c
J21
light. 724 South Second.
FOR RENT Two large furnished
rooms with bath and use of kitchen.
J6
no Invalids. 316 West Coal.
FOR RENT Desirable 4 room cottage on Lockhart's ranch. Also two
furnished rooms at 406 West Lead avenue.

CASH

Truth

i

m

ifíTUilfl MUIM FRENCH

K

Judg. Abbott. In district court yesterday, denied the petition argued
Thursday by attorneys for John
charged with the murder of Justinian.. Chayes, In old Albuquerque,
on June I7lh. for a writ ol habeas corpus Th- refusal r the court to grant
the writ means that Donohue will remain in Jail pending the next session
ol the grand Jury in September.

4

A. FLEISCHER

SITU

for Man Charged With Chavez Murder,

i

Sixth.

TRY

I

li-

'

153.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
106 South
for light housekeeping.
J
Broadway.
FOR RENT The most sanitary and
rooms at the Rto Grande
J28
519 West Centra).
priroom
in
FOR RENT Furnished
vate family. No invalids. 210 South

WANTED Pianos, household goods,
etc., s'ored and packed safely at
reasonable rates. Phone 540. The
Security Warehouse & Improvement
Co. Offices, Rooms 3 and 4, Grant
Block, Third treet and Central Ave.

s ( olic, Citolera anil
Remedy Would Have
vctl llii.i 1100.
WANTED
Boarders.
"In 1902 f had u very severe attack
if diarrhoa," says R. N. Farrar of Cat
board
and
island, l.a. " For several weeks I was WANTED- 'Boartlers;
room $4.7.r. per week. 113 North
inable to do anything, on March IS,
907, I lin.fl Si similar attack, and took Sixth St
Mm
bythd day at
'. .1 ie l',.l..r:i :.n.l In
he
ia'
WAEDBeardcrs
UadleB pre- 412 Softth Broadway.
irrhoa enifdv which gave me prompt'
tf
I
elief.
consider It one of the best ferred.
nedielntJH ..f Its kind in the world
BOARD at low rates. 110 E. Coal.
Hid had I used il in 1902 believe it
iTOUld have saved me a hundred did-- ,
nil druggists
nr's dostor boll." Sold
'liainlH-rliii-

.

,

WANTED Energetic woman to handle medical book; $195 for three
months' trial. Address Frank Lesh,
J6
General Delivery, City.
WANTED Good girl for general
housework. 605 8. High street. J30
WANTED A girl to care for a store.
Must be able to do clothes pressing.
121 North Third.
WANTED Woman or girl for general housework. Apply 623 W. Copper ave.
Ranch
Housekeeper.
WANTED
near city. Aged woman or man and
T, Journal.
wife preferred:

Roomi

FOR RENT Nice furnished front
room for gentleman. No sick. 723
j4
W. Copper.
FOR RENT 6 rooms and bath, close
in; $20.00; water paid. Address Box

.

PANHANDLE WORK IS LATIN
UN

FOR RENT

g.

esti-mat- er

e

THEIR

CLEANING

the machine that does the work. We clean
carpets, rugs, mattresses, pillows, upholstered furniture,
etc. NO DUST OR DISORDER. Prices reasonable and
service efficient. Ring up phone 83 and have our

GOING

3

Money to Loan

We have

call.

Male

Man and wife; strong
willing to work on farm. Gleckler's
Farm.
Personal Property Loans
High grade men to fill of-- I
WANTED
flee, mercantile and technical posl- Southwestern
tlons In the southwest.
Business Association, 201 S. Central ON FURNITURE, PIANOS. ORGANS,
avenue. Albuaueroue, N. M. Phone
Wagons and other Chattels;
257.
tJ Horses,
also on Salaries and Warehouse ReSANATORIUM, Rosedale Place, locat- ceipts, as low as $10.00 and as high as
ed on I,ockhart ranch, near Indian ,$150.00. Loans are quickly made and
.school. Under management of grad-uat- e strictly private. Time: One month to
nurses. Rates reasonable. Miss- lone year given. Goods to remain In
ies Moorman and Bartlett, phone 1175. your possession. Our rates are rea
BOARD and lodging at $20.00 and sonable. Call and see us before
Steamship tickets to and
Electric light and phone,
$20.00.
from all parts of the world.
and bath. 616 W. Coal.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN COMPANY
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED
Female
HELP
PRIVATE OFFICES
OPEN EVENINGS
WANTED A cook; one that can
bake. Apply at Lumber Mill store. 303 M West Central Avenue
Good wages and steady job for the
right party.
STORAGE
WANTED

clean house by the dustless method.

THE COMPRESSED AIR

'

SUICIDES

HELP WANTED

Bids will be received by the clerk
of the hoard of county commission
ers of Bernalillo county, N. M., at his
office In the court house of said
county, up to 10 o'clock, a. m., on
tor the furMonday, July B, 1908.
nishing of one street sprinkler to said

county. The commissioners reserve
the right to reject any and all bids.
By orocr of the Board of County
Commissioners.
A. E. WALKER. Clerk.

FOR RENT liurgc number . I. 5
room lsmes. Many are new
and
in every wily.
nnd
lols on easy
l'OR SALE Hetdtlein-Terms. Beautiful homes.
te

L. E. FOLDS
Ileal Rotate "nil Renting Agent,
2(1! West tilU An',

DAY'S superior piano tuning, repair-

ing and polishing. Expert work
guaranteed; permanently located. 600
West Hazeldlne avenue. Phone 1317.
NOTICE 'IX) THE PUBLIC.
Notice is hereby given by the undersigned that the Independent Lumber company has this day purchased
from the Rio Grande Material and
Lumber company all of the assets of
the Rio Grande Material and Lumber
company, located at the corner of
Marquette avenue and North Third
street. That the Independent Lumber
company will pay all Indebtedness due
and owing from the Rio Grande Material and Lumber company to any
person, firm or corporation, and will
collect all hills due and owing to the
said Rio (Jrdnde Material and Lumber
jOJO,
company.
RÍO ' ftAN DE MATERIAL a.U
LUMBER COMPANY.
By S. J. Brack, Manager.
To the former customers of the
Rio (j runde Lumber Co. and to the
trade in general:
The undersigned, having this day
bought out the entire Interest of the
Rio Grande Lumber Co. and having
assumed all liabilities and had transferred to us all accounts due said Rio
Grande Lumber Co. hereby announce
that we will conduct said yard as
strictly a retail lumber yard, and will
carry h full line of everything needed In building material.
We hope to merit your patronage
and can promise you the best of treat
ment. Mr. s. 1. Brack will remain
with us and he will be glad to have
hla friends call and get our prices before placing their orders.
INDEPENDENT LUMBER CO,
By Louls'B. Rap'p, Manager.

Last will ami testament of Oerson
L. Altheiruer,
deceased, to Samuel
BIDS WANTED.
Bids will be reeelv.'d at the' office Neustadt, executor Benjamin
of Charity
of the clerk of the Board of County of Albuquerque, and to all whom It

Commissioners of Bernalillo county,
up to 10 o'clock In the forenodn of
Saturday, July 18th, 1908, at the
court house of said county in Albuquerque, for the building of a vault
In the Assessor's office an, enlarging
tho vault in the Probate Clerk's office, in accordance with plan In said
clerk's office. Tho Board reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.
By order of the Board of County
Commissioners,
A. E. WALKER,
Clerk.

may concern.
Von an hereby prrtjfied that the
alleged last will aud;.to$,tirticnt of Ger-Ho- n
L. Althelmer, late ef the county of
Bernalillo and territory, of New Mexico, deceased has been produced and
read In probute court of the county
of Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico
m the Ktth day of June, 1908, and the
day of the proving of said alleged last
will and testament was by order of the
Judge of said court thereupon fixed for
Wednesday, the 22d day of July. A.
D., 1908, term or said court at 10
o'clock In the forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand end the seal
the of this court, this 2th day of June, A.

NOTICE OF KALE.
All I lie propel u Of
All.uqiierqne-l'tan-liAutomobile CO., D. 1908.
Dolson
including two
cars, first. I'luw smli0on. Also one
ktt tools.
OTT4V Dffik'KMANV.
Try a
. Tttislee.
l'OR

S,l;i

'

.f)'

A. E
i.

WALK Kit.

riigrotsUc Clerk.

Morning Journal Want!

THE ALBUQUERQUE

FINANCE AND
COMMERCE
Wall Street.
New York, July 3. There is nothing In the modern annals of the stock
exchange to furnish a Dara'.lel to ihe
diminutive figures of the day's sales,
which amounted to only 71,000 shares.
Many brobers absented themselves in
prolongation of the holiday, which s
to set lit tomorrow. Those who were
present were on the floor from a sens?
of obligation and were disposed to exaggerate the situation in a spirit of
criticism of the stock exchange authorities for the refusal to grant petitions of members to close the exchange
today.
The appointment of a receiver for
the United Box Board and Paper company made an unpleasant impresslo:,
of possible further mortalities
to bo
recorded among embarrassed
industrial corporations, but It was ignore 1
by the stock market. The bank state,
ment for the five days shows the expected effect of the trust companies'
withdrawals to bring their proportion
at reserve up to the new 10 per cent
requirements and which went Into effect on July 1, the $11,300,000 decrease in cash comparing with known
movements of money into bank reserves of over $3,000,000. The loan
expansion is In consonance with the.
heavy financing of the turn of the hair
year.
Amalgamated Copper
66
Anier. Car and Foundry
34
do

i

fd

97
36 &

'

giving the people pure
food long before a pore
food law was thought out
for either state or nation.

do 2nd pfd

r.Mlidated tin
Oerq Producís
1. and H
Denver and Rio Grande
do pfd
Distillers' Securities
Erie

Made

No Phosphates.

No Alum

Chemical tests show tbat alum baking

aiuiu, an
powders leave uncnangea saw
Injurious metallic acia, an
Be on your guard. Alum
dens may be known by their
price 10 or We a id..
ur uuc con aae

4

Amalgamated
Atlantic
Reserve required, 33tl. 7.700: de- Bingham
Calumef and Heela
crease, $73,600.
Centennial
Surplus. $54,695,300; decrease
Copper Ranga
Daly West
States deposits. $59.191,-67&- ; Franklin
Granby
decrease, $1 1.667,050.
The porcentaje of actual reserve of Isle Royale
Mining
the clearing house banks at the close Mass.
Michigan
fc
of business yesterday was :!K.!X.
Mohawk
The statement of banks and trust Montana Caal and Coke
companies of greater New York, not Old Dominion
members of the clearing house shows Osceola
Parrot
thai these Institutions have aggregatQulney
ed deposits or $993,350.300.
!.
SS,Sfí.óí. an.l Bhannoa
Total casi; on
'in mi rack
loans amounting to $907,862.500.
Trinity
United Slates Mining
United States Oil
Metate.
New York, July 3. Loudon copper Utah
Victoria
closed unmharmred at e.'ifi, 12s. fid for Winona
'
spot and 2s, 6d futures.
The local
I
market continued iiuiet and easy, un48
changed at $U 2fe for lake: $12.76
..120 fe
$12.62 fe for electrolytic, and $12. IS
BANK OF
16!4 6 $12.37 fe for casting.
l57jlT
Lead firm and Ui t" 12. Ss tfl for
2414 spot in London, but was uncaang, d at
G8
63
b'c i'iy.
$4 .2 fe ft 4.47

80
6T
14

25c

1 1

J. KORBER & CO.

WINS

A

65G
26

Pratt's Heave. Cough and told Cure
ana quick.
sciciiiiuc
preiiaratlon SIMM lor many years by

7ife

Sure, safe

10

horse owners and veterinary surgeons.
Fran's Heave. Cough and Cold Cure
l purely vcgeianie
is composed only

0

S5
1!'

t.

. .

.

4

limiuiit.", mill- Hie well Known reniltallón of the) Prut Food 'o. extending
over a period of :U years, is sufficient
guarantee to nil Horsemen in us
(lobbied merits of Pratt's Heave Cure
4
South First St.
w. I Ye,
'

fe

9

60c
'.

.

. .

33 fe
105
23

12
36
24 fe
41
43
&fe

oiiJ..ioa

FIRST

1

M--

h

ss

.

URINARY

ON MEBTH

SALE

OF

As

Gold

EBW

AXBCQCBBQCB.

Have the finest thing la the
oven line for a gas or gasoline
stove. Call and let ns show them
to you.

AND BOYS'

Lightweight

$225

Price

Clothing
snd repairing is one of our specialties.
Making elbows and joints Is another.
We are expert Plumbers
in all
branches and are noted for doing
foci work thoroughly, in a reasonable
time, for a reasonable price. We use
only the best materials and employ
only the most reliable help. We
should be pleased If you will favor us
with your next plumbing Job. Tou
won't regret It.

MONDAY
JULY 6TH.

Standard Plumbing and

71;

.

ISO WssO

-

1 HE SCHOOL OF

E

87;

d

DAVIS & ZEARING

WILL COafMKNCE

DIKE PRESIDENT

G.

CENT

DISCOUNT

i.

Phou

n
64

-

!

212 N. Second St

aaa

SS2-60-

SB

-

20 PER

I

r.8

COMB

wfffSSm

are the Farm Machinery
Write for catalog and
Wholesale Prices,

Frank Schmidt, whose business part
ner endorsed the Broyles note for
Schmidt, frankly expressed himself tonight as dissatisfied with the outcome
of the hearing at Socorro and said he
thought the case would be appealed

103

$11.329,900.

-

men,

PIPE-CLEANIN-

ftc.

triple-refine-

We

eat

do pfd
Circulation, $56( 459(900; decrease.
Mining-Adve- nture
$1.283.300.
Species, $306,623,600; decrease.
Allouez

bottle-wrappe-

tt

pure and healthful.

from grapes

increase,

33 fe
19
34 fe
23 fe
132
13114

flf.7

& MAUGER

BAKING POWDER

Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago, July J. Lower cables and
Improved weather for harvesting in
Oeneral Electric
depressing effort
the southwest bad
Great Northern pfd
ROUND
market, the
O real Northern ore ctfs
r,8fe t. day on the local wheat
loss
net
Setember otlon closing at a
Illinois Central
....128
Oats and corn were up
of
Intcrborough-Mc- t
11
ft fee and provisions were 10c to
do pfd
30 fe
Setember wheat IN SUIT TO COLLECT NOTES
47feft50c higher.
9
International Paper
to
lower at 87ft to
opened
63
do pfd
and then advanced to OF BROYLES AND SURETIES
sold at 87
23
international Pump
The close was at 87 ft 87.
16 fe 88.
Iowa Central
Kansas City Southern
2214 September corn opened a shade to fe
sold t Judge Paiker Instruts Jury to
to 71 fe ft
low er at 71
63
56
do pfd
72
and
to
70
104
Louisville anil Xashrville
and then advanced
Bring in Verdict for $15,000
14 fe closed at 71
ft 71.
Mexican Central
to
fe,
lower
opened
37
oats
Minn, and St. L
Setember
.250
Releasing One Endorser; the
Minn.. St. Pi and S. Ste. M ...108
t" 40f, advanced to 41 and
at 40
47
closed
at 40.
Missouri Pacific
Cattlemen May Appeal,
M K, and T
27
Provisions were strong from start to
58
finish, because of the active demanl
do pfd
Pork Special Dinpiitrh ta tba Morales Jmirmtl
66
by shorts and local packers.
National Lead
July 3. The Bank
103
Socorro, N.
New York Central
was In especially good demand and
N. Y.. Ontario and Wesgtern ... 40fe showed the greatest gain, the Setem- of Commerce of Albuquerque won the
69
Norfolk and Western
ber delivery closing with a net advance first round today in district court in
c.
Lard was up
5814 of 47 fe ft 30 fee.
North American
its action to collect notes amounting to
136
Northern Pacific
Ribs were 17feft20c higher.
$16,000 held by the bunk, and made by
24
Pacific Mail
120
Pennsylvania
J. B. Broyles, the bankrupt áan MarChicago Uve Stock.
92 fe
People's Oas
banker, and upon which appear
cial
1,110.
3
Cattle,
Chicago. July
76
72
Pitts. C. C. and St. L
M.70 Ihe endorsements of- - several cattlebeeves
higher;
to
Strong
shade
27
Pressed Steel Car
(fn8.25; Texans, $4.156.40; westerns men of San Marcial and vicinity. The
166 ft 15
Pull. Palace Car
$4.60 (fi 6.70; atockers and feeders 12.60 case has been on trial before Judge
35
Hallway Steel Spring
in 5.10; cows and heifers I2.40W6.16;
113
Parker and a Jury for several day
Reading
calves. $4.500)0.85.
today the
shortly befor.e noon
and
Sheep, 4.000; strong, western $2.75 court Instructed the Jury to bring in
Of Interest To Women.
yearlings $4.50f.r.40; lambs, a verdict In favor of the bank for the
) To such women as are not seriously out $4.00(M.40; westerns, $4.00$t6.50. full amount sued for, $15,000. The
Kansas City Uve Stock.
of healthA but who have exacting duties
Instructions to the Jury were given
Kansas City. July 3 Cattle. 1.000, after Judge
to perform, either In the way of house-Parker had released
Id caresVor In social duties and funo Including 300 southerns; strong; sou- Charles I'wls, one of the endorsers
tltkhiehscrioiisly tax their strength, thern steers $2.25 ít7; southearn cow of the puper, from liability. It Is unaswcltfrap horsing mothers. Dr. Pierce's $2.25 4; Blockers and feeders. $3.00 derstood, however, (hat the bank has
reserved legal tights which will enFavorite Prescription has proved a most 05.25; bulls, $3.00(? 4.50; cul 'es $3.25
valuable suflpjrtlng tonic and Invigorat- f,5.25; western steers. $4.7501' 7.50; able it to renew the action against
Lewis within a stated period. The other
ing nervine. By Its, timely use, much Western cows $2.7504.50.
Hogg 5,000; 5 to 10c higher; bulk cattlemen whose names appear on the
lckncj' "d suffering rosy be
erlnu
of Bales $66.20; heavy $0.20 '6.30; notes are Frank Schmidt and his bust-ne"
tyoiqeo. ine operating
partnor, Mr. Hperry, Charles
pacgers and butchers $6ii'6.25; light
knfie,
believed.
lL
"
axons'
"A"'"
Croasman, W. A. Pratt and Messrs.
hl- tn he emoloyed If this most 15.90 6i 6.20: pigs $4.75 5.25.
uMM
"
8heep 1,000; steady; muttons $3.60 Evans and Brown all of the Han Marmeov were
valuable
-It Is understood that the
trTIn good tlteV The Favorite Prescrlp-t(on- u 0 4.25: lamba 4.50i'S: range fethers cial district.
propose to appeal.
cattlemen
fed ewes $3.25 3.60.
$3.50'"
expectant
to
proven"
boon
great
has
The suit against Broyles' sureties
mothers by preparing the system for the
has aroused much Interest here beIIOS'IYJN STOCKS AMI BONOS.
coming of baby, thereby rendering childcause of the prominence in the popubirth safe, easy, and almost painless.
lar mind Just now of the Broyles fail('lining Friers.
Bear In mind, please that Dr. Pierce's
ure and beeuusc of the charge of the
Moiioj
or
secret
Is
not
a
Prescription
Favorite
3
.21'
endorsers that their signadefendunt
Call
Loans
most
which
the
against
patent medicine,
4
were secured by
litmus
to the paper
Time
tures
naturally
intelligent people ara quita
llOllllN
thepart 0
on
misrepresentation
86
averse, because of the uncertainty as to Atchison Adjuslitblii 4s bid
agents of the bank, who, they alleged,
!6
character,
harmless
and
4s
composition
Atchison
their
during the hearing, told them that
IttillroHdH
but is a medicine or enowk composaffairs were In good condiHI V4 Broyles'
being
Atchison
Ingredients
Hat.
Its
of all
ition, a f"H
tion, when, the defendants allege, the
.202
bid
Albany
r.
and
Boston
every
printed, In plain English, on
131
bank was awure thut Broyles was on
Hoston and Maine
An examination of this list of Boston Klevated asked
134
verge of failure.
the
Is
It
ingredients will disclose the fact that
.125
Fitch burg pfd asked
The bank's reply to this contention,
In Its composition, chemic.145
which was made the chief point of the
glycerine taking Union Pacific
ally pure,
trial, was that It did believe Broyles'
the place of . the commonly used alcohol,It Amer. Arge. Chemical ....
23
In this connection
affairs In good shape at the time the
In Its make-up86
do pfd
not be out of place to state that the
endorsements were sought and that It
5tt
Tube
--TfaVortte Prescription - of Dr. Pierce Is
Pneu.
Amer.
took the endorsements In good faith,
125
of
cure
Sugar
the
for
Amer.
up
the only medicine put
alIf.
Bteel
and
8.
weaknesses
wonWs peculiar
OKI KNDAMS IN HICOYIjKH
manta, and sold through drugg sts, all
CASK WIIJ, APPKAIi
the Ingredients of which have the
Special Itlspalrh to ism Heroin Jonraol.)
endorsement of all the leading
the
all
of
medical writers and teachers
San Marcial. N. M.. July 3. Frank
too
('rosnman and the
several schools oi practice, and that
Schmidt, Charle
DISCHARGES
which
for
ailments
as remedies for the
three or four other cattlemen who are
recommended
Is
IN
RBLTJtVKD
Prescription"
Favorita
(defendants in the action of the Bank
A little book of these endorsements will
and
assWdlUNIIIl.'ssssssI 24 HOURS
(f Commerce of Albuquerque to colbe sent to any address, post-paiabsolutely free If you request same by
lect on the Broylea note, are here to-- I
K
h Cip
card, or letter, of Dr. R. V. Pierce.
night, several of them having return-!e- d
sule br it r
Buffs lo. N. Y.
I
from Socorro today. The cattle-me- n
connnm
the
core
Pellets
Dr. IMerce's Pleasant
have not yet determined upon
of
causa
Is
the
Constipation
Btuaretfrmtrrrffiu
stipation.
courae, but they are Inclined to-- !
their
ny diseases. Cure the causa and ypo
ALL DRl'OUISTS
night to say that they will appeal.
rare the disease. Easy to take as candydo 1st pfd
do 2nd pfd

rAABE

D? PRICE

ti

C

THE BEST

MOWERS
GRAIN BINDERS
HAY RAKES
BALING PRESSES

Cream Baking

Powder for nearly
half a century has been

$294,400.

V

IS

Dr. Price's

re-sr-

$1..120. 470, 800;

.IT"

4, 1908.

McCormick Line of Implements

Weekly Rank Stalmciu.
New York, July 3. The statement
of the clearing house banks for the
(five days) shows that the
week
banks holds $54,695.300 more than
the requirements of the 25 per cent reserve rule. This is a decrease of $11.
v
40,1.500 nn the proportionate cash
as compard with last week. The
statement follows:
Loans, $1,241,096,500; Increase,
Deposits,

Anier. Cotton Oil
Ainer. Hide and Leather pfd ... 17',:,
Amar, Ice Securities
26V4
8
Anier. Linseed
Amer. Locomotive
86 Í4
do pfd
101
Amer. Smelt, and Being
77
do pfd
100
Amer. Sugar Befng
125
Amer. Tobacco pfd
89
Amer. Woolen
22
11
Anaconda Mining Co
Atchison
81
do pfd
92
Atlantic ('east Line
88
Baltimore and Ohio
87 'A
do. pfd
82f(ii 87
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
48
1.19 Vj
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather .'
do pfd
2'i
Cent, of New Jersey
190O1&S
4 0
Chesapeake and Ohio
Chicago (real Western
6
Chicago ami Northwestern ...1514
C. If. and St. P
lf,.r;
('.. ('.. C. and St. L
57
54
Colorado Fuel and Iron
26 '
,
58
do 1st pfd
:

Republic Steel
is
do pfd
68
Rock Island Co
16 fe
do pfd
19
St. L. and San Fran 2nd pfd ... 24
St. L. Southwestern
16
do pfd
38 fe
Sloss Sheffield
67
Southern Pacific
86
do pfd
lUfe
16
Southern Railway
do pfd
44
Tenn. Copper
36
Texas and Pacific
2S
Toledo, St. L. and West
19
do pfd
44
Union Pacific
145
do pfd
82
24
United States Rubber
do pfd
82
38 fe
United States Steel
do pfd
103fe
33
Utah Copper
Virginia Carolina Chemical
22 fe
do pfd
99
10 fe
Wabash
22
do pfd
53
Westinghouse Electric
66
Western Union
6
Wheeling and Lake Erie
161
Wisconsin Central
Total sales for the day Is 71.000
shares.
year. Closing stocks:
Bonds were Irregular. Total sate
(par valire) $2,050,000. United Stat- -)
2s registered have advanced 12
p?r
cent on call during the week.

SATURDAY, JULY

MORNING JOURNAL,

MINES

All Blues

THIS STORE WILL
CLOSE JULY

Newspaper Man and Educator,
announced that Professor B P.
Noble, lor the past year president of
It Is

the New Mexico School of Mines at Socorro, has tendered his resignation to
the board of trustees of thai Institution, and that it has been accepted by
at a meeting held on
the Ixmrg

Thursday night.
Professor E. A.
At this meeting
Drake, for eleven years connected with
the faculty of the School of Mines, was
elected to the presidency of the institution. Mr. Noble tendered his resignation to the regents shortly before
Ind.,
his departure for Indianapolis,
wher,. be Is at itreaent and where It is
understood he will remain.
Profeaaor Drake, the new president,
of Socorro for
has been a resident
many years, and Is very w'dely known
In New Mexico, both as a newspaper
He has
editor and as an educator.
held the post of professor of English
In the Socorro institution and has also
taught In the ' higher branches of
mathematics since 1897, and Is thoroughly familiar with the needs of the
tist ii ni ion and with Its work.
Professor Drake has also been the
editor of the Socorro Chieftain for
some years. It la confidently expected
that the School of Mines will flourish under bis direction.
B Millionaire',.
Ilnby
attended ly the highest priced baby
specialist could not be cured of stomach or bowl trobbln any quicker or
surer than your baby, if you give It
Mcdee's Baby HfhtSlj. "t'ures diarrhoa,
dysentery and all derangements of Ihe
stomach or bowels.. Price 25 cents and
50 cents. Sold by J. II. O HIelly Co.

A LOT OF FAIR It AK I. KM
have found out that it doosn't pay
to bother with Imme made bread,
cake or pics. They don't see the uso
of having all the bother and trouble,
when they can have the bakery take
II off their shoulders, sell them .better bread, cake and pastry for less
money than it would cost to make
them at home. There ought to be a
hint In this for you.

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

Reserved

SOCORRO MAN SUCCEEDS
PROFESSOR R. P. NOBLE
New Head of Territorial Institution is Well Known as a

Heating Company

and Blacks

4

AT NOON

(Kf feet It

IS, ISS7.)

HsiemtMr

Arrln. Dapart

From tbs Bast

E. L. Washburn I
Company
iaa s. jd.

ii

EXONERATE

w. ootf.

No. 1. Hnuthcrn Cl. BiprMS. . 7:46
Nu. I. California Limited
11:10
No. 7, North. Cat. Faat Mall.. 10:56
Max. City Ekp.,1.1 :46
Nu. t. El P.

From Carlabad.Roarell

907 South

p 11:10 a
1:11 a
0:10 p
7:10 p
O

r

Bx. .6:10 a 7:00 a
with branch train
all local points In

An

a

slfled Columns of the Morning
Journal will probably rent
those vacant moms within the
hours.
next twenty-fou- r

Coroner's ury Finds That the
Traction Company Employes
Wee Not esponsible for the
Death of Alexander Edie.

ndiertlscinent

In

tl.e

ANT)

LAB VWQM

LIQUOR CO.

U Mellal
Baetisehl a Otoaal

Bareeaaere

Thos.F. Keleher
SADDIjKS,

Mar

and Pelts

AliflTTQ UKRQUSj

sat

IJEATHFR

gUtl

a Speolaltj.

WHOLESALE

HARNESB,

ANO SALT

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY

CONSOLIDATED

FINDINGS
PAINTS, ETO.

408 West Central Ave.

Sawyer,
Fiand, Charlea
Staples and Dr.
witnesses In the
remains of the
were examined

WINES,

DBAUCBB IB

LIQUORS & CIGARS

w handle everything la oar Use. Write
for Illuatralad Catalogas aaé Pries We',
eued tu dealere only.
Telephone 111
CORNER FIRST ST. AND CIOPPBB AVB

Ed. McOulrc Kdward
Queer, Mrs. H. A.
&
J. F. Pcuree,- the Inst
lti(Uest held over the
DENTISTS.
late Alexander Bdle
Contractor and Builder
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Room
12
last night. The evi
TTIssS
Wnrk
BiricU
by
was
Dr. Pearee
flirt
Phone 547.
the
dence given
most importunt testimony of (lie In- 10 Bast Ivaa.
Pfc.it. 1S70
(fiicst. He stutcil that he had known
Mr. Kdle personally for a number of
WINDOW SHADES
&
years, and knew him to he u feeble old In stock and made to order, lowest
gentleman and not in physical condi prices. Hatlsfactlon guarantaed.
DRUGGISTS
Furniture Oo.
tion to handle a horse In case of an
ProprtsssiS ar
accident, and that while the deceased
came to Ids death probably by the
AlavetaBe rharaaaey, Car. OaM aaa flreO
VENICE
OF
AMERICA
Cm. Bast Ceatraa ee
rtanmatr,
Hlxlaaa
shock of the ear, the final cuuse was
Broas
Finest Reach Resort In the World
senility.
Bathing, boating, Fishing, DancAfter heurliig the evidence of the
above
witnesses Ihe Jury retired, ing dally, free concorta, etc.
Villa'' and Bungalows clean, cool
And after considering tile matter for
snd complete, 117.60 to tIC.OO par
about thirty minutes, brought in the month.
Apply Villa Office, Venice, SIMON'S HORSES. Itlos. KADDHS8
following verdict:
AND KPRINti WAOONS FOR
California.
"We, the undersigned Justice of the
COUNTRY TRIPS.
i
who sat upon the
im ace and Jury,
T. J.

PETTIT

FRANK A. STEPHENS DRS. COPP

B. H. BRIGGS

CO.

Fu-Irel- le

"M

A. ROH6,

"FRANK H.
-

FKBHH

I

Wholesale Merchants
a

Olas

COMPANY

a SSnctaltr
Cattle and Hogs the Biggea
UX Prices Is Paid.

Ant.

a

MEN

SsW
i j (Ml tt

FARR

Wholesale and Retail
baaaac

I

m.

ENGAGE

st

300

First Street.

Wool, Hides

Marines for Bottle1 I'lecl.
Kan Francisco, July 3. The United
tules naval transpon Buffalo arrived here today from the Isthmus of
Piinnmaf, with a 'arge number of
bluejackets from the east lor the Atlantic fleet. The men made ttc trip
to Colon from Now York on ttie transluid this first, second and third
days Of July ISO', on the body of
port Prairie.
Alex Kdle, who died on the first day
of July, lsiis, In precinct No. 12 of
Bernalillo county, territory of New
THE MAN WHO SWEARS 6Y
Mexico, find that the deceased came
to his death from senility, aggravated
THE FISH BRAND SLICKER
by a shock received at Ihe time of
is the man who
accident with street car at Keleher
and New York avenues, on Muy Ü&,
haslrtedtoget
1908.
the same service
"We exonérala the conductor
and
out of some
motorman of the ear from all liability,
other make
as we believe that all means were
used on Ihelr part to avoid the acel-- J
dent. (Signed)
"W W. M CMSLLAN.
"Justice of the Peace.
' H. K. SHERMAN.
"Foreman.
gwlScyCvsrysyhsrs
"T. M. JORDAN.
at

WM.

THE
DBAl.KB

T

10:41 p

PUHDT,

PIONEER BAKERY

l:S0i

1:00 p
p 12:46 u

1:00 a
.
1:60 p
No. 4, Chicago Limited
No. 1, Chi. ft Ksn. City Bxp. . 0:40 p
Pacos Valle? Traína
No. 11. Amarillo, Roall and
Carlabad

and Amarillo
From the South
No. 10, Chi.. Den. A K. C.
No. 10 connect
at Latny
for Santa Fa and avip at
New Mexico.
T. B,

STREET

p

Fran lbs Waat
Chicago Faat Mali
No.

No. 11,

gs

p

i.l

L. OUYN.N.
"H. B. SCHFTZ."
It

Resolved that all orders for
supplies of any and alt kinds
and for all purposes be made nu'

Call

a
a

at 1202 North Amo st.

THIRD 8TRKL7T
on the regular requisition blank
of the Irrigation Congress pro- Fresh and Halt MaBM.
vlded for that purpose, and aali a All Kinds of Sausage
Factory.
Steam
requisition must be signed try
F.MIIi KI.KINWORT.
chaliman of the auditing con- Building,
North Third Street.
Masonic
mlttce, or in his absence by th
aetlog chairman: that ail mii a
ARTHUR E. WALKER
incurred must be properly vouch
Keerrtsrr
liiHorsn.
ar as v
bbj
ered he Tore payment and audited
At
Building
any
meeting
auditing
of the
at
tlTH yaat Omstml AiBBba
committee, by the chairman of
ssld committee, or In his absence
NOTICsu
by the acting chairman.
ARE YOU UOINO TO Kli PASO TO
VISIT OR TO HHOPT IF SO, THE
BERTHOLD 8FITZ.
ORAM) CENTRAL BOm IS THE
Chairman.
PliACF. TO STOP. IN THE HEART
D. A. MACPHBKBON,
OF EVKRYTHlNtJ, FOUR BLOCKS
GEORQE AH NOT
RATES
I'ltoM UNION STATION.
a a
a.M. EUROPEAN rLAN.
60C TO
STRF.FT CARS PARS TO AN1 FROM
W. M MOOT,
DEPOT.

Journal Want Ads Get Results!

MEAT MARKET

THE ALBUQUERQUE

MORNING JOURNAL,

SATURDAY, JULY 4,

NOTICE OF Tltl'STEK'S DAIaI
Notice is hereby given that whereas
Mary Kr, if Is and gebasttan Krelfols,
on the 4lh day of'Msy, 1907, executed
and delivered to .Mrs. John Ginther
their certain promisory note of that
date, for the sum of $1200.00, payable
nine months after nato, with Interest
at the rate of 8 per cent per annum
from date until paid, with 10 per cent
Trading oPst Store Outfit, echeap additional on the amount unpaid aa
Stock If wanted. On rail attorney's fees, if placed for collecJxOO.
tion ln the hands of an attorney; and
road near V. S. A. Post.
WHEREAS In order to secure the
730 Angora Goats, graded at $3.00(
payment of said promisory note the
each.
Krclfels and Sebastian
tlfi.UOO valued city property, for said Mary
Krelfels executed and delivered to the
$1 1.000.
Kasv terms.
company Ihelr cerMontezuma
Trust
Homes in city, from $650 to $6000
tain trust deed of even date with the
and up.
said promisory note, and did thereby
then and there convey to the Montefollowing
RIO GRANDE VALLEY LAND zuma Trust companyin the county
of
real estato siloate
the
Iternalillo, Territory of New Mexico,
COMPANY
,

and truest republican .iint In N'KQUSCT OK A COUGH OR COLD. commend themselves to th.- sanity of
s
P " mvlt. inure serious trouble. the country, without recourse to the
Hi., enuiilrv mtvmm the nartv a little
To break up u cold quickly and cure
we
very sound advice,
from which
any cough that is curable, there is no reckless fremty of speech and action
copy as fotlowa:
more effective remedy than Virgin Oil which has brought the lund to the
.
verge of business pi "M i utron. Kansas
Secretary Taft and Senator of Pine. The virtue of this prepara-Korak"Both
rMllM4 bf that
Proven In thousands of City Journal.
have taken occasion several !,on hwt
nomes, wucrc u is leanrucu an an in
times recently to deny that mutual dispensable
Journal Publishing Co.
household remedy. It is
overtures have been made to secure put up for dispensing through drugAccording to the ideas and practices
Pr.l.,-nthe support of Taft for Koraker's re- gists only In Vi o vlnls, each vial
O. A. MAlPHBllSoM
Bdltur election to the senate in return for the securely aealed
W. 8. Bl'KKB
in a round wooden of some persons, a vacation consists In
Kdimr
NO
Qty
H B. II KM
case. lie sure to get the genuine
going to tome, place which you do not
O K BOCCHRR
BbMmh Mtnipr support of the national ticket by the
know whether you' will like for the
Foraker dement in Ohio. While
OF
PINE
OIL
purpose of spending money which you
nured u Mcond claw ustttr at ta
bar-- ' VIRGIN
'dicker,'
If
a
mere
as
made
at.,
et'
andar
eawtofflo
U AlbuQuprque. N.
are certain you will need later on.
ter of Influent e, would be highly unf Coagrwa of March t. 1(7.
COMPOUND PURE.
dignified If not highly improper, yet It
The Kansas City Journal solemnly
,,,
under Serial Xo. 451.
,..
Guaranteed
18
JOURNAL
hni.,.,1
THI
HOEMNU
ili.ii Mr T;.ff rrr....i.
avers that "If Brynn la elected presiONLY
BY
PREPARED
'luiekly
possible
us
bring
PKINCITLRflJ
"
to
the
WKXNO SI PPOKT1 NO TMIC
Or THB KKPIBLKAN PARTV ALi. THBt support of the republican nominees LEACH CHEMICAL COMPANY dent this year he will owe his success
chiefly to Roosevc It. Jrtuuy u voter
noaalbl, element of strength
CINCINNATI, olllu.
who eight years ago scáuted Bryan as
party.
the
RMUIT.
within
"
will
Taft neeiln all the Foraker men
Properties, uses and directions with a wild and dangerous populist,
...
. .
now remark indulgently that he Is
vial.
be
mT.I
can
mTu"
drawn
y;each
to
him. and if
U"r 1. N.w
K
very much like Roosevelt."
an- waiting to be treated with ordl- leaaad nnr aar la Ikt rear.
i
"
courtesy,
huvlng
after
been
run
words ceases to Inundate the CongreeMorete Mrul ha a bkxasr
!
an; over ay ine si cam roller, ho should atonal Record hundreds of employes
slat lea ralla' Iban Is arrnrdml
Governor Johnson reiterates that he
- or an other
liter paper la Allutowqsgrapple them to his soul with hooks 'of the government printing office III is a candidate for nothing but first
'
News
Tb
felly la " Maxtce
place on the ticket. Mr. Bryan probpaper Ulrerterx.
of steel.' The republican leaders will be In danger of losing their Jobs."
ably
will see to it that ha gets neither
grava
oi
It
tney
insuu
mistases
in
SWORN C1RCI LATION.
place on the ticket. The Minnesota
fall to adopt the policy of enlisting
A.
Bell,
California,
of
Theodore
has
Mexico,
Territory of New
for the ticket the cordial and active'
man might as well put his boom into
..,.,,:.. ,.!.nr1e,..i,..w r,.r
as.
Connly of Bernalillo
p,
.. - ...... b4mm
r.
l
, ... , ,- ,
I
......it: m.. Caían-- U II iif I'Veri -,ü m . . v , , ...i..ra T chairman of the democratic cold storage for 1911 and give his atI. O.a PUUIWI,
to other matter.
r,,r
"
:
"- -! tention
"
"
aid.
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CONTRACT LET YESTERDAY
FOR FORTY MILES OF WIRE
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Publishing
"i.ng.
t'ompany of Albuquerque. New Mm-;President Roosevelt frequently ap- the month of
leo, and that during
April, 100. an average of 4.41 copies! pealed with success to the democrats'
of The Albuquerque Morning tnurnal- , confraps for assistance, but he can1
T"
circulated each dey. "
were
?8lneU)and
D S BOUCHER.
""v,",ak: SUlh " a',"(,ul ln behalf
'

"'

j

foated
WorW

tat office

tvvlcc.-N-

cw

York
A

thirteen-year-ol-

negro

d

girl has

won the spelling championship of the
, ,
A Brooklyn phys ciau asserts that Pniti'd States
Mr .Toe Onrts Is the
penpl,. (au get crazy drunk on water. Champion lightweight fighter of the
Tll(.
u,.v,, ,hat
10niililis.
world.
Hooker T. Washington is uni(
ix,Mic
,n
lK:
u.B
wht
Ml,.,
usuallv
doubtedly
the most successful upllfter
me,
before
elect Taft, for the Denver convention' something
Sworn and
that goes to the spot quick- - going. But the Chicago lteeord-Her-ál.,,..
,
nmarvj roohlle In and f..r the terrl- , ,.
cup..ir..
on.
mitkhis ami an
er than water.
proudly proclaims the fact that
'
"
.Of which
to? oafnM.y?UÍ90.
tin
man ivhp recently
Chicago
platform
lh'
so
PACKERT,
N.
fnuneri
(Signed) H.
clunu
Governor Curry and Delegate An iwam the Niagara rapidg was white.
Notary Public, isily angled
There will be anli-cor- ilMu u ni i., .ti, u.uli ..i i),.u ..n i..
poratlon planks that will make the duy.
and the people of the Pecos valTEKMH OF Bl'BHt RIITION.
'Wage-slave- s'
shriek
with
delight. ley are likely to be so surcharged with
II)
Daily, bf carrier, .mc ne .ith
.to Then Will lie a mini piling in com- .,,..,
Dally, by mail, uni mnnih
i, ,.m..i,. i..
in
ih.i Ik. t.
nun wnien me republican r
i,.iiin
I,,
eye
i......
on
an
m
tho safety
ALBVqCKRQCB
New i. vico lslon dec laration will resemble a Chi- vavi.
nese wall
There will be an anti-lnU K
1MPOHTAM l
Junction plank that will make the
yMthough the agitation in favor of
Chicago subterfuge seem weaker and
Drove Cleveland, to be offered at tho
.,.
Speaking of the matter of the chair- sln( ,,r,. ,,,
ri.aIIy ,
Well.
July, has only laiily commenced, the Sized
national
aWUMltlp
of the republican
..T,. sU am r()..(,r
The Morning Journal Is a straight-ou- t
good effect.; of it will be seen today,
commltt.'e. which has been the CaUSSj.
h). M
mUH
Sonntor In
república! sheet that wears no cola good many parts of the country,
of more than a little trouble and
manly stat-me- nt
immedl-let- y
lars. Doming Headlight
we
la
yesterday,
as
And.
it
remarked
In the Inner circles of the party Ut,
h nom,mi,M, pawi Mm
of the ln u n,Khlv
sine- the adjournment
favroblo llRh h(lfn, thi. much to the Credit of Albuquerque A Sale Bel.
. that the proposition has been received
,, ,h
Chicago convention, the Washington (,,un, rv. ohi
mitln
It is reasonably safe In predict that
VOr ly our people.
Star says:
Foraker and men like hlm I
sen J,vi"' B""
next president will be a man who
the
"July 8 Is till day set for the de- - at and Mr. Tail will rind that lh
has Circled ""' gin'"'. Hint his name
Cminl IVn
Clilnese
minister
ihe
ilslon of Ihe question. It ca
"jsenator's good will will come in mighty m
,hal by not smoking, not drink- Is William, and that he has been in
Tl
fun eiireltillv eioisiilered.
-from meat and not polities before. Tucson Clthjen,
'jiiiihuy about November 3.
'
ling,
retraining
be of weight in
i hose ii should
Ipvereatlng
or
overdoing anything, he
Ihe political and the business world
I t) MAM
I
expects to live two hundred years. Be- - No Speed Ijiws.
(.IOII KOADS.
acceptable to both wings of the part)
It took a derma n automobllist l n
Wu's plan, most
More adopting Mr.
d
and with
to cross Africa, showing that
and
months
to wait and see
The poslofflce department gives a f"lkil wi" '"'
of Ihe quarters where
a knowledge
there are no speed laws in that counexpects.
If
It
out
as
works
ht
try, or he would have made it In much
the battle Is to be fought. The lower stimulus to the "good roads mod in proclaiming that it can not
h ss time.
Salt Lake Tribune,
south should not enter Into his ealeu- II yOU h ive not nail Henry Walter-son'- s
lation. But he should be able to maintain the rural free deliver) upon'
urtlcle on the proposed "Parker Quite Cain;.
move advised!)' in New York. Indiana, loads that are not kept in passable
it will well repay you to
resolution,"
la
proper
condition.
a
This
There Is nothing from Lincoln to
warning.
Ohio, Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota
turn back to the lelegraph page of
and bring the republicans in thosi The rural delivery nowhere produces yesterday's Morning Journal and read suggest that Mr. Bryan Is the hast bit
nervous over the Idea that the appeal
with Its
slates Into Compact form for tin any revenue commensurate
i lie
postal rev enues coma lit. As a forceful statement of plain anee of Alton B, Parker on the floor'
strife. ir tl,i Im m,.i iiiuie Mr lirwiii tc"M.
you will find very few better of the convention might precipitate
mainly frum tin towns, the profitable
will be elected
a stampede,
Denver Republican.
portions of tho service paying for Kaml'' s in the English languuge.
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one-arm-

What the Editors
of the Southwest
Are Saying

ik,
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I

i

r'l

,.,.

''I

long-heade-

cool-heade-

'"'"'d

't"

arc unprofltabh
though
During tin Chicago convention th
ltK AM, roil AXIHtKWS tin- w
TIIET
hole receipt! this year are
i.
correspondent of a Paris paper teleoihi jess than
the expenditures. graphed that the city vas "a perfect!
The unanimity v illi which the dem- I
11.1..
In, .if full
I,
ocratic newspapers of the territory The rural delivery bus contributed! Hr.ll ú , , i , ca...
Q thia
deficit. Each rural1 of uproar and with street corners ocare supporting the candidacy of Mr. largely
nomina- route is thus maintained at the pun-- I cupied by professional sw
Andrews for the republican
tion as delesate is itiiiiii kable. Thev lie expense for the sole benefit of the' ers, eaters of fire. Indian war dances
,', f,"1, nlM on tm,t rout
II tiny will
d
sing his praises like a
And
now
and howling dervishes.
roads they the
al
chorus In a comic opera, with th not provide practicable
maki everything
s.
Albuquerque Sun as the will have to go without postul
debutante
plain by telling us this correspondent
They need good roads for was one of the jingo staff who, failing
leading lady. Of course no one suspects that there Is any ulterior mo- tie u own use, but this is an additional lo find the convention, got stranded
practical
importance' among the peanut stands.
tive behind their sweet song, for cer- hint of their
nd i( Is a particularly good hint to
tainly their altruistic editors are ear.J,ltico BreWCI'. ill Ills lllldless at
nestly working for Ihe best Interests the people of tilts SCCtloll, sillCC WO
commencement,
college
of the republican party and would do could have the rurui free delivery lncH,k
I
directions from Albuquerque, If We (erred to the present tendency toward
nothing to Induce that party lo adopt
a bad policy. No. of course not. The had roads fit for Ihe government Oar-- 1 rpstricting ihe preventive powers of
Bants !' New Mexican copies these riera to travel over. And the free dc- - j,.OUrt8. There never was a time." he
laudator) articles as though H expect- livery service would appreciably
the hkttory of the nation
ed Mr Andrews lo be elected by the nance the value of every acre of luud!when the full restraining power of the
canity court was of so much Impor- Ijis Vegas ftlthln ItH limits.
Voles of his opponents
tunee. As the population becomes
Opile.
more ami more densa ami activities
The proposed Parker resolution on
UK UKo1 HO Hid THOUBIA
Increase, the restraining power of the
K rover Cleveland, to be offered at tin-d- l
Is worth vastly
mon
Now OMM a report from Denver to 'equity court
mocrallc convention next week. Is
u matter which republicans, us patty th.- effect that the fight over the antl- - man the punishing power or the
men. have nothing to do with but at
plank
in the democratic Inal court, it is In line with the
Ihe same time It is a matter which
is not the only struggle In '.est thought of the day."
i ' public ins
as Americ an cltlsens. can Which the committee
on resolutions
The hope of the sober element of Hu
and do protest against on the ground ami possibly ihe convention itself may
of common American decencj
be Involved.
Ii has develop, d that the I'n'iiinican party, ami, in laci. or an
prohibition question Is to be brought ,n,l P"" lot. thinking people, lies in
UIMMJ "f Mr. Taft. He
to the front, und that a desperate fr fM l",i',
Kiiori.n hi: i m; i
fort will be made lo have a plank de - i"iv be depended on to carry out
reforms of Mr, liooseveU that
The question ll to whether a man clarlng In Us favor placed In the plat- .
should hold an Important public of- Form.
prohibition
will
be
movement
The
fice at great pecuniary loss to himself Is being discussed generally In headed by Ueneral James l. Weaver,
connection with Oovernoi Hughes, of of Iowa, who demanded ol tin- recent
New York. It Is said that he refuses democratic convention ln that state
to consider being a candidate for an- thut It declare In favor of prohibition. '
other term, giving as his reason that It Ueneral Weaver and his followers
costs him at least $í0.mn a year to were not successful In their own state,
backing
hold the position. By this It Is not but claim to have strong
southern states
to be understood that his expensa) from prohibition
run up to that figure, but that his They assert that If the platform does:
plank it
practice as n lawyer would be at least not contain u prohibition
MO.uuu a year more thun his salary will be because (he hardest kind of!
fighting has been unable to secure Its
In now.
This brings up the question us to adoption
how far a man's sense or patriotism
and duty to the people should cause
I OK A Di; EXT
him to neglect his own Interests. If
Hughes were a man of the multimilTin- editor of the Century, In the
lionaire class there would be little oc- current number of that maguxiuc.
casion to discuss the question. If he makes a pleu for a campaign of light
had some millions of his own he and fact. He would havi agreements
might well afford to hold the office by the rival managers, similar to
of governor of a great state, either county agreements that are now fathrough motives of ambition or from miliar, to dispense with spectacular
If you want the best we
a sense of patriotism, but he is not of outlays, and he is sure that "a word
have ot it,
that favored class; hence the discus- rrom each of Ihe presidential candiOUR
NEW SUMMER
sion over Mi decision.
date might place the contest on i
higher plane than It has ever occuSHOES
ON MOTION
II vi: M IH
pied and help ua to a more rational
can not be
solution of public questions." Intemin quality, style, fit or serIn anticipation of certain events at perate and hypocritical abuse he ardays
which
nest
few
Denver during the
vice, and our prices are
gues, unly vulgarises politice, befogs
interest Issues and
will likely be of particulsr
confuses Instead of eduvery close, We can say
and imiortance to Mr. Bryan. Ihe cating the people.
We bout of the
much moie if you will give
Western Colon's branch wires have values of our campaigns as courses In
been extended to Falrvlew. and now economic and political questions, and
us a healing. You will
run to a switchboard In a small build- with ampie reason Why not enhance
not regret it,
ing near the Bryan hume. Adjoining this value by discouraging all unMen's si tics hi shoe- Bryan
Mr.
has worthy and objectionable
ihe telegraph room.
lo m., on.
features?
erected a large tent for the conven-Meu' My les hi Oxford
a, multitude
m e of newspaper im-SI. Ml to 11.1)0.
Mays the New York World:
"The
Women h attics hi HImk's
1.7!) lo S.Yon
port that John Wesley Ualues hus
nmiHii i Hules In Oifonl
been detested for renonoiiallon
a i ii.i in si.imi
Ill's Mus s HIMl I l total- iH
91. as p. ixM.
the jit tho TcugeMveen's daily tdugeof
those that
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hal Can He Mean.
To the Record there

MI

P. "''coliiel, who for the past Ave
HAD
been working for Tessler
,ln8
otb.r lnxrtr 8l
opened n shop for himself. He can be

Jj ,.,,,

classed ns one of the boosters for the

good of Albuquerque and extends

i
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Boy s

Saved.

putney

LTB.
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VfhalaaaUi
Ageal lor Mitchell Wajoaa
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MEXICO

iVIaloy's
Cantaloupes.
Watermelons.
Peaches.
Apricots.
Cherries.

Strawberries.
Loganberries.
Blackberries
Gooseberries

Bananas.,
Green Apples.

kinds of fresh

Ex-tend- ed

Trip Through

North

A. J.

Maloy

514 West Central Ave.
Phone 72.

Part of Terrtory,
Rev. w. w. Havens,- superintendent
tin-

aaf

ion

New

Antl-Sa-

Mexico-Arizon- a

-i

lengua--

I

antl-booz-

a-

.

-
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W. L.Trimble & Co.
Mvery, Veeil ami Sale Stables. First-clas- s
Turnouts at reasonable rates.
N. Second St.
Telephone 3.

NEW LUMBER YARD.
We wish to thank the i uMlc for
the patronage extended to us, and
desire to state that we have opened
up a new lumber yard ln connection
with our mill business, where we will
carry a full lino of all kinds of lumber,
Including Texas flooring, finish lumber, lath and shingles, and everything to uo found in a well equipped
yard, and would ask you to give us a
chance to figure with yon, and as we
are sure we can save you money.
Superior Lumber anil Mill Co.,
501-M- I
South Mrst Street.

or

-

THE

Seeing Things In Kansas.
A Kansas man wants a mime for an
animal which his fox terrier aaiight
under his house. It has teeth like a
rat. a head like a lizard, a body III
nn alligator, feet ilka- a duck, ami a tal
Ilk.- u rudd. r of a boat.
With nil these
ull.-- title s it
would
attributes ami
taa be easy
to find a name fault.
Then- Is enaiugh varletry In It to
mttt the views of Un- democrats who
are trying to construct a platform nt
Denver. Phoenix It. ppublleun.
i

ents is the Prki of
Pence.
The terrible Itching and smarting.
Indalcnt to certain skin diseases, is almost Instantly allayed by applying
Price 2S cents.
Fhamherlaln's SalvaFor st.l try all druggist.

: : :

Morning Journal
J ob R ooms

W ANTFT).

Rids will be reesived by the clerk
of the Dosrd nf Count Commissioner, of Bernalillo county, N. M at his
office In the court housa lu aald county, up to 10 O'clock, a. m , Saturday,
June 27th. 190, fur the laying of
sewer line slong the public rosd from
the county Jsii to a connection with
the sewer line lesdlng from the court
house, In accordsnce with the survev,
plans and specifications on file with
the county surveyor Bald work to be
done under the supervision and to the
satisfaction of the county surveyor of
said county. The said Board of County Commissioners reserva the right to
reject any or all bide. The uccese-fu- l
bidder will bo required to give
bond acceptable to asid Board for the
faithful performance of the work.
By order of the Board of County
't'omml'slonsrs.
.

.

K

Wi

K.'i:

Clerk.

i

y,

Albu-qutrqu-

reas-onub-

le

s

fine

ANGORA

GOATS.

e
I have 7,000 registered and
Angora Bucks. Does and Kids
for sale. Prices reasonable. Will sell
any number to suit the buyer. These
goats are good heavy shearers end
will bear critical inspection.
Come
and see them or write what you want.
M. R. McCRORT. M. D..
San Marcial el. M.

t

I11ÜS

Commencing at the southwest corner of the lands lately of Llnder
Watts, In the north end of said Old
Town of Albuquerque, this point being
feet
nine hundred and fifty-nin- e
(959 ft.) west o the Duranes Road
and on the north side of Perea street,
and running thence north seven degrees (N. 7 W.) west, a distance of
feet
three hundred und forty-nin- e
( 349
ft.) to the northwest corner of
the land of said Linda-- vVatts: thence
bearing south 80 4U' west, a distance
feet
of six hundred and twenty-fou- r
(624 ft.); thence squth 7 east, a distance of three hundred and forty-li- t baj
feet (349 ft.) to the north side of the
said Perca street; thence north 82"
40' east, a distance of six hundred and
twenty-fou- r
feet (624 ft) to the place
of beginning, the said land coritainlng
five (6) acres more or less, and known
as Lot Letter "C" on the plat of said
land made by P. A. Simpson and filed
on the 3rd day of February, 1891 ln
the office of the Probate Clerk and
Recorder of said county.
Second, commencing at the southwest corner of the land of G. W.
Wakefield In the Perea addition to
the l Uii Town of Albuqueroue aforesaid, and taking the south boundary
of suld land for a base, right angle
south thirty (30) feet across roadway
for corner No. 1; thence angle 89
35' along the south side of said road-wnthree hundred and twenty-fou- r
and six one hundredths (324.06) feet
to the west boundary line of the land
of W. E. Sherman, being corner No.
along west
2 N. E.. thence angle 97
boundary of said land of W. E. Sherman two hundred and eight and nine
tenths (208.9) feet to corner No. 8
(S. E.) ; thence angle 82 15', three
and twenty-thre- e.
hundred and fifty-on- e
hundredths. (351. 23) feet to corner No. 4 (9, W.)'; thence angle 91
20' two hundred and two and sixty-si- x
hundredths (202.66) feet to the
place of beginning, corner No. 1.
The said tract hereby conveyed having an area of one and sixty nun- dredths acres.
AND WHEREAS said deed of trust
had a condition therein written that
if the said Mary Krelfels and Sebastian
Krelfels should fail to pay said
promisory note or any part thereof,
according to the tenor and effect
(hereof, then on the application In
writing of the legal holder of said
note, the said Montezuma Trust
Company should sell and dispose of
said real estate and all right, title,
benefit and eipilty redemption of the
aid Mary' Krelfels and Sebastian Krel-fe- b
or their heirs or assigns therein,
at public auction at the front door
e.
of the ptWtoffice In the city of
county of Bernalillo, Territory of New Mexico, or on said premises, or any part thereof, as might
be specified in the notice of said
sale, for the highest and best price
the samo would bring In cash, four
Weeks notice having been previously
given of the time and place of said
sale by advertisement ln some news-pappublished in the said city of Albuquerque, and to make, exeafute and
deliver to the purchaser or purchasers at such sale a good and sufficient
deed or deeds of conveyance for the
premises sold, and out of the proceeds and avails of such sale should
pay, first the costs of anvertnTlng,
sale and conveyance, Including
of said party of the second part, and all other expenses of
said trust, und then to pay the principal and interest of said promisory
note.
AND WHEREAS the said M uy
Krelfels and Sebastian Krelfels have
failed to pay said promissory note or
any part thereof and there is now
due, owing and unpaid thereon the
aid sum of $1200.00, with interest
at the rate of 8 per cent per annum
from the 4th day of May, 1907, and
10 per cent additional on the amount
unpaid as attorney's fees, the total of
said sum amounting to the date of
to
the
sale herei.aifter mentioned
sum of $1443.78.
AND WHEREAS the said Mrs.
John, Ointher, the legal holder of said
nota-has requested the undersigned
Montezuma Trust Oomjiany to foreclose and sell said real efsate in accordance with the terms of the said
deed of trust,
NOW, THEREFORE, In oonsldtra-tlo- n
of the premises, the undersigned
Montezuma Trust Company, trustee
under said deed of trust, will, on the
6th day of July, 1908. at tho hour of
12 o'clock noon of Raid day, at the
fjaint door o the postofflce in the city
mf Albuquerque, county of Bernalillo,
iTerritory of New Mexico, sell at pub-- I
lie auction, to the highest and best
bidder for cash, the real estate above
described, to satisfy said Indebted
ness, costs or publication and expenses of executing said trust.
MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY
by W. H. Glllewater, President.
Trustee.
A. B. McMILLEN,
Attorney for said Trustee.
er

the Anti- -;
saloon League Starts on

Rev, W, W, Havens of

lay-of-

Twenty-fiv- e

Orala

-

BOOZE IN

for
leaves tomorrow
Flagstaff. Ariz., where he will begin
campaign in the
a vigorous
northern part of that territory. Mr.
Havens, after making an addresH at
Flagstaff, aud laboring there luring
tin- week, will come back to Winslow,
where- - he will make an ud dregs the
Ver) Piensa ni in Albuquerque
following .Sunday. A week from that
"It Is now- baelieycdg sh.vs the To-- j date he will hold
in (iallup,
ledo Blade, 'thut tin report lhat the. returning after another weak west to
sun Is cooling off is a lucre rumor."! Williams, Aris., where he will spend
In this latitude tinreport. Instead several days.
Mr. Havens
has re
of being characterized as a rumor, cently spent several months in south-er- n
Is denounced plainly by Ihe shorter
Arlaona, win-rathe growth of the
prohibition and temporánea sentiment
and uglier vvoi d.- - Tucson Hun.
has been remarkable, anal inla nds to
curry the campaign determinedly Into
Again.
'v
na veiBl Paso will
again stand northern Arizona, where he will do
the
for public gambling, and promises to his best to put a crimp Into
licensed! saloon.
that ifla-,tmade lo candlalates or
Iheir frlendat, are idle. The rigid
of the Hwkln-Mcareylaw is mota' of an Open question, and
the fritada of the law- would do well
to cute to uerpetuatc opresa-ncamdl-tlon- s
: : :
un'ess they want worsa ones.
El Paao Herd Id
we.-us-

Ufe

little boy, four years old, had a
severe attack of dysentery. We had
two physicians; both of them gave
him up. Wo then gave hhn Chamber-- ;
Iain's Colic, Cholera and Dlarrhoa
remedy which cured him and believe
saved his life. WILLIAM H.
STP.OLINO, Carbon Hill, Ala. There
is no doubt but this remedy saws
the lives of many children each year,
Div e it with castor oil according to
plain printed directions and a ure Is
certain. For sale by all drug'sts.
My

vegetables.

i

I'ei haps Thev 're DiHfouraard.
" " ntrotMuic.
what's th.- matter
and Us reflection In Deinln- - ' Neither!
of them seem to have detected Hull
Andrews In tin- net of securing
more pensions or somcr
Must
Intaking a
f
during tin heated
term. Denting Headlight

ln

Invitation to the public to call and
sec him In Ills new location on (cutral acinic, next lo Keren's jewclr)
store.

All

I... Ii ...ii.i....i....
LI...I..I.
- 1, 1,...
r
III liri
ill a, ll ..r
Some of our republican contemporaries have been pointing out the ".salient features" of the republican platform. Somehow, that word salient ha'
i suggestion of Palt River In It.
Tucson Stat.
i

Two tracts of land and real estate
in the Old Town
of Albuquerque,
Precinct 13, of said county, and boun
ded and described as follows,
to-w- lt:

Is one very
encouraging thing about tin proposed
hew railroad from Alius to Hosowcll
and op to ESI Paso. Promoter iv n
hedy Is not a candidate for delegate
lo congress RosSWell lleco; d.
.1

and Gold avenue

Office 3rd

Albu-ouerau-

j

w

to-w- lt:

NOTICE
Colonel 1). K. U. Sellers, represent big Important telephone intere sts, yes- tesday let a contract to the Nash Elec
tribal Supply company, of this city,
for the immediate construction of forty miles of telephone line from this
city to Moriarty, in the Estanciu ral
ley. The contract
yesterday
closed
marks the beginning of a new telephone enterprise which Is of the very
first importance to Albuquerque, both
in the matter of business and In regard to convenience of communlca-thtfi- ,
for not only will It give direct
connection with all of the towns In the
Bttanclg valley.
but through addi-jthtional lines ROW under construction
will shortly give direct telephone con-- !
nectlon with all of the towns along
the Bl Paao ahd Southwestern railroad
the rtock Island lincas far north
us Tucumcarl.
By the terms of the contract let yesterday construction is to begin at once
and the Nash company will put a gang
of sixteen men at work Monday from
this end, whll,. poles will be delivered
at once at both Morlnrty and
and construction will soon bo
iimler w av from both ends. The total
length of the line Is forty mlls. Con- nccling at the Alvarado hotel corner
with the trunk system of the Colorado
Telephone company,
through New
Mexico the line will cross the mesa
to Camp WhltComb, through Tijeras
canyon to Carpenter and Bedlllo to
Moriarty. where it will connect with
tlie Kstancla valley system, giving direct connection lor Albuquerque With
all towns down to Willard.
The line is now being extended from
Willard to'Kncino on the Itock Island,
where a line connects with Vaughn,
connection here
and the forty-mil- e
will bo the link which will connect
A Ibuqurrquc
ii"l only with the Instancia valh'y, but with u considerable
portion of Eastern New Mexico. The
line will he constructed to stay, the
contract calling for the highest grade
of ioles, heavy wire and the best character of construction work.

Ama-.tcm- a

T

joiix boi:i; d.ii.k
Agent.

rado Telephone Company's
System Herewith Estancia
Valley System.
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EVERYTHING IN

Printing
THAT'S ALL

COLOMBO

Theater
Phone 471,

Pictures and New
Songs Three Times a Week.
New

Will

Let Us Figure on Your Next
No Matter How Small or How Large

We Will Always Treat You Right

high-grad-

D. Howard, Baritone.
Moving

te

Pictures

and Illustrated Songs.
CHANGES A WEEK I
Tuesday, lYIday
Admission 10c. Matinee Wed oes
day, Saturday and Monday. Children. Miliirdnv, Ar,
5

Buiulay,

THE ALBUQUERQUE

SAYS OCEAN LINERS
WIL LONE DAY BE A

peered to be extremely contrite the
next day. though sensible of the burden of hi name. "I bet they fine me
enough to build a street." said he, "but
that won't be an bad as If they named
It otter me."
The newest and atranjjest profession
York Is that of "modeling
per cent of all
models." Eighty-fou- r
ready made cloaks and dresses worn
throughout the country. It is asserted,
are fitted and worn on a few score of
specially trained women In this city.
The discoverer of the new profession
of training these models, who earn as
much as fifty dollars a week, assert,
la
however, that their preparation
really an art. By the modeler the subjects are trained to wear and display-al-l
sorts of gowns In the most effective way. Department stores have already learned to call upon these modelers for display girls Specifying the
size and height wanted as If they were
merely papier mache figures. That the
work of art, however, is shown by the
fact that a pretty face and fine figure
are among the least requirements for
a successful model, since it has already
been demonstrated that a girl lacking
both these may yet through her arof the garment
tistic appreciation
which she wears for display purposes
be most successful. It is not an un
common thing In this new profession
for one of the models to wear $10,000
worth of clothes in a single day. In
addition to her salary she receives a
percentage on the sale Influenced by
the manner In which she wears and
displays each gown. Dieting, exercise
and calesthcnlcs play a large part In
the successful training of the members
of this strange profession.
In New

6

MILE L

THIRTY HOURS TO EUROPE
PREDICTED FOR FUTURE

Naval Architect in New York
Startles the Experts by Anof Enormous
nouncement
Advances Soon to be Expect
ed.
Correspondence Momias Journal.)
New York, July 3.. A sensation has
been created in shipping Circles here
by the announcement of a well known
naval architect that the grandsons of
the present generation will cross the
hours on
Atlantic In twenty-fou- r
steamers a mile long. While the as(Special

MORNING JOURNAL,

night In advance of the Kansas delegation and at once took charge of the
delegation's headquarter
the Albany hotel.
States Senator
W. A. Harris, who is chairman of the
delegation and who was' slated as a
member of the committee on resolu
tions, is 111 In Chicago and may not bo
able to attend the convention, according to a letter just received by Mr.
Pepperlll from Mr. Harris. Tn latter
was taken ill while on the train from!
the cast en route to Denver, and was'
taken off the train at Chicago. The
plans of the delegation are somewhat
upset by the unexpected illness of Mr.
Harris, and it may be necessary to j
elect a new chairman of the delegation
and rearrange the committee's slate at
the first meeting of the delegutlon
next Monday.
The Kansas delegation is instructed
for Bryan, and the members are strong
In their support of the Nebraskan and
his policies.
The delegation is not
committed on the matter of the vice
presidency, but Mr. Pepperlll ami several other members of the delegation
declared themselves In favor of Judge
Gray for second place. Mr. PepparIM
declared that the delegation was unanimously for whatever Mr. Bryan desired in both platform nnd candidate.
He was also confident that with Mr.
Bryan heading the ticket and with a
satisfactory candidate for vice president on a strong platform, that the
democrats would carry Kansas.
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RIVAL DELEGATES FROM
sertion may at first glance have the
appearance of a int weather dream, it
IDAHO LEAVE Ft Hi DENVER
Is borne out In a surprising manner by
Boise. Idaho. Julv 3. Both of the
naval statistics. The architect in quesIdaho delegations to the democratic
tion bases his prediction on the adnational convention left for Denver
vance of the last hundred years, since
today prepared to fight to the finish
it has been just a century since the
for recognition, headers of each facfirst steamboat was proven a commertion declared that the beat the oppospolice
best
Rig
Devery,
"the
Bill
transcentury
cial possibility. In that
Is likely to ing delegation could hope for was ft
atlantic vessels have grown from an chief New York ever had," metropolis
division of the delegates ;is was the
of
the
be
first
citizen
the
Initial length of ISO feet to mo feat,
case with Louisiana in the republican
or
air
the
use
submarine
to
either
the
anil it is now asserted that in the next
reasons. Big Bill convention.
hundred years the Increase based on ship for commercialengaged
The Dn Bols faction hopes to secure
In forecastwhen he is not
he demands of travi'l and traffic will
plank in the national
a wa- nn
occupies
ing
political
distress
great.
statistics
be equally
Travel
in Long Island, where platform.
ter
home
front
century
the
show that during the last
pledged
to
Both factions are
growth of transatlantic steamers from In recent years he has astonished the
Bryan.
bout hus been six natives with his golden victoria. In
Pulton's
to
fold. Following this line of progres- this vehicle he lats been accustomed
frequenters of the bathing LABOR MFX GATHEB FOB
sion which naval architects assert will dazzle the
TRE FRAY l DENVER
however, it appears that
hold good for the next ten decades, beach. Now.
Chicago. July 3. Samuel (iompers.
conveyance
will
have
regal
even
this
record-holding
810
vessel
the present
Big Bill has been president of the American Federation
fajrt long will have evolved into a liner to be retired.
from his water front and of Labor, arrive, here tonight on his
nearly a mile in length. While at pres- fenced off highway
as well. Time was way to Den"cr wlieie he win appear
ent the maximum number of passen- the pub'ic
gers that can 'be carried by the larg- when to do this would have required before the resolutions committee of
courage and pull the democratic national convention reest steamships Is something like 5,000, more han ordinary
ROW that Devery is merely a pribut
garding a propose, l plank treating of
pre
year
to
according
this
2008,
the
things have changed. Dev- the use of court Injunctions In labor"
diction,
will see steamers carrying vate citizen
ery, however, has succeeded In saving troubles.
800,000 passengers across the Atlantic
a narrow path to the water front
"The democratic party will he given
In thirty hours, it being estimated that
he will allow the opportunity to adopt the same
by that time the speed achieved will ami assarts that before
his golden victoria to he rendered useproposition that were put up to the
Perbe at least 100 miles an hour.
he will resort to a flying machine republican party. The phraseology of
haps the most surprising feature aside less
to .over the ground between his house
from the size of future vessels as pre- and the ocean, and thence take his the proposed plank may be changed
dicted by naval architects based on private submarine to the city office slightly, but Its meaning will be the
same.
cold figures is the tremendous power
which hp still maintains. Already it is
"Wo have no purpose in going to
that will he required to drive these said
begun
negotiations
for
have
been
Denvi r. other thnn to present our
future leviathans. While 70,000 horse the airship, and the big
is
power is developed by the largest linto the convention.
We shall
only waiting to
from President cause
ers at present, It Is figured that an- Roosevelt before hear
Know better how to net after the plat-ordering
submaa
other century will see this total In- rine. Thnt he Is going to fight can' farm has been adopted. But thi much,
creased to the absolutely astounding not be doubted nnd that he will s certain
sum of 12.000,000 horse power, carry- adopt extraordinary means of getting
we snnn Keep uo mo ngiu 101
ing In addition to the 800,000 passento the highway and the; Jusnce. irrespective -- i wnemer our
his
from
house
gers some fifteen million tons of ocean Is already
certain. If his plans demands are embodied In the plat
freight. The bulk Of a vessel of this succeed It Is rumored
that Chief Blng- - J form."
size may be sensed by the statement
seifFrtft
Prank Mwrl.-ooYfth
will recall him, to captain Newj
ham
that it will be 400 feet wide and 540 in York's submarine nnd airship police! American
deration of .1, tibor, arrived
height. Altogether the monsters which squads
!w!th Mr. Oomners. James Duncan
will carry future generations across
first vice president, Is expected tomor- t,
the Atlantic in a day and a half, or
row as Is also John Mitchell, second
ncrmc
uco
ncktutD
less, will be of proportions to stagger ucivvtn ucr.no ncn
vac resident, and J- Valentine, eighth'
the present imagination. Actually,
DOORS TO THE HOSTS vice president of the organization.
however, the prediction of their coming Involves no wilder flight of the
NEW JERSEY ;oin; to
Imagination than the prophecy of an (Continued from page I. column I.)
DENVER TO "BEAT BRYAN"
liner capable of crossing the memorial resolution to the Inte Sena-- 1
Newark, X. J.. July 3. A special
Atlantic In four and a halt days would tor James K. Jones, of Arkansas, for- - train left Jersey City today hearing
Norman E. t ho New Jersey delgates to the
have been eonHtdered by those who mer national chairman.
saw Robert
of New York. Is drawing thejtlonal convention at Denver,
Fulton start the first
steamboat up the Hudson a century resolution. The official list of contests
Former 1'nlted Ntaets Senator James
ago.
Is as follows:
Smith, Jr., a delegate at large for Nan
New York Sei ond to sixth districts. jprsey, said before he boarded the
train:
Although nroadwny Is known as the Inclusive.
Pennsylvania First to sixth dls- "i nm going to Denver because the
"Great While Way," Fifth avenue Is
trletg, inclusive.
democrats of New Jersev selected me
soon to outstrip it with the characteriDistrict of Columbia Batir delega- - ias one of their roprsntatlveg to pro-tlostic appellation nf the "Interrogative
of Mr.
test against the nomination
Thoroughfare."
At least that will be
; Bryan. Personally I regard Mr.
Illinois First to tenth districts.
its title If the organization known as
an as n clever man. hut I do nut agree
the Fifth Avenue association succeeds
Idaho Bn tire delegation.
with him on many things he advocates.
In carrying through its plans to have
Ohio Ninth to nineteenth districts,
"i am surprised that he would look
stationed at every corner of the city s
for a nomination by his party after
ushers who Inclusive.
most aristocratic street
hoped
I
he
being defeated twice.
Will answer all questions.
The idea
Haskell Wauls Bank Plank.
.would refUM 10 be a candidate.
for such a set of ushers Is that they
Denver, Colo., July 3. Governor
",s far as the 4atform Is concern-Haskcl- l,
shall know the avenue as an elevator
of Okluhoma, who has been ed, if he shall be nominated,
he
man knows the building in which he
works to be ablo, In short, to answer mentioned for chairman of the com- - should in my Judgment dictate the
on resolutions,
arrived to- platform so he could not say after beall questions us to means of transpor mlttee
tation, location of stores and offices night. He said he would strive to ing defeated that it was the platform
In short, this have Incorporated In the democratic that did It."
and their occupants.
delegates will
The New Jersey
novel usher of a whole city street, will platform two features of the principles
It Is expected
tie able to usher people to the points of the Oklahoma state legislation, one eau"us nn the truln.
which they ure seeking out just as thi declaring for a radical modification of that the caucus will hold to the unit
usher in a theater shows one to the the practice of courts in Injunction rule.
proper sent. For the services of these proceedings and the other calling for
if bank deposits.
DEATH COMES TO
men, properly uniformed and lubeled the guarunt
and Informed, the association Itself
"UNCLE REMUS
proposes to pay Instead of usking the
Harrison K Willing.
Denver, July 3. Congressman Burcity to do so. Strange as It may seem,
Atlanta, Ga., July S. Joel Chandler
moreover, it Is expected that they will ton HarriBon. when asked if he was a Harris, the nuthor, familiarly known
said,
benefit residents of New York more candidate for the vice presidency,
as "1'ncle Remus." died at his home
than visitors, for it hus been conclu- "Should the delegates to this conven- - In u suburb of this city tonight, age,
sively shown that the
man Ulon select me for the second place on sixty years. Mr. Harris, whose health
knows much more about the city thun the ticket I would accept the honor.
had not been good for some time, had
"Personally, I should like to see the been
does one of Its own residents.
The
confined to his bed for about ten
new service Is proposed particularly nomination of Judge Gray for the vice days, suffering from cirrhosis of the
1
selecpresidency.
believe
that
his
for the benefit of shoppers along
liver. Complications set In. nnd yesFifth avenue, and If successful, may tion would promote harmony within terday he grew rapidly worse and
b
extended, notably to Broadway, the party ranks nnd add greut strength
to sink until the end came at 8
whose diagonal course and Irregular to the national ticket."
tonight. He Is survived by his
o'clock
When Mr. Harrison was asked his wife, four sons and two daughters.
numbering renders it the most difficult
problem in the city to those unfamiliar opinion relative to the
Mr. Harris will be burier In Atlanta,
with It. The movement bids fair, In plank, to be Inserted In the demo- but the funeral arrangements
have
platform,
sold:
cratic
he
fact, to supply New York, for the first
not yel been completed.
use
of
"The arbitrary
of the writ
time in the history of the country,
with what may be called "civic ush- Injunction in labor dispute by the federal judges Is a novel construction of
ers."
Mr. Harrimnn has at last achieved the law and our party should provide
n record as the wickedest man in New some restraint of that great power.
York, according to the police court Huch power, unrestrained, Is too great
records. The Hurrlman In question, to be vested in any one Individual."
however, Is one named Bill, nnd no
Chicago Auto Train Arrives.
relation to the famous financier. His
Denver, July 3. The Chicago
claim to the title of the wickedest man
in the metropolis Is. baaed on the fact
train currying twenty promitbat he, Bill Hailmnn, nl present In nent Illinois democrats from ChiCHgo
durance vile, has a whole page In the to the national convention In this city,
twenty-fou- r
police court blotter devoted
today,
hours
to his arrived
on the
misdoings a recotd. It Is said, never aheud of the schedule. An escort of
before equalled In the annuls of petty forty automobiles accompanied the
crime In the city. The record be- tourists for the last twenty miles of
comes all the more remarkable when their Journey. An average speed of
GLORIOUS FOURTH
It Ih known that this the champion twenty miles an hour was maintained
bad man of Father Knickerbocker's between Chicago and Denver.
town, Is only twenty-on- e
yenrs old.
The prominent members of the
OF JULY
delegation now here were guests
The escapade which completed Mr.
Bill Harrimiin's pedigree on the police tonight at an elaborate banquet given
y
at
blotter came near being his last, since by Bchuylcr H. Alexander, at the
hotel. Among those present were
It Involved nothing leas than an Inebriated attempt to steal an automo- Thomas Taggnrt, John K. Lamb, John
TRACTION PARK
Bill, or Mr. Harrimnn, as he W. Kern, Peter Foley and Htnte Senbile.
prefers to be called, observed the ma- ator Griffith.
chine on his way home early one
Baseball, Races, Games,
morning. With u yell, he sprang Into
III.
Head of Kansas
yanked
seat,
PepperBig Dance and
a
3.
H
W.
July
Denver,
lever
driver's
and
the
L
started a Wild ride which ended only lll, of Concordia, Kus , one of the dele,
FIREWORKS.
In u police, cujjL With this last com- gates at large from that atate, and
mitment, however he' broke all previ- seeretary'of the democratic state cen
ous record. Mr. Bill Harrlman up- - tral committee, arrived in the city to-- ,
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THE Job Department of
the Morning Journal, long
the acknowledged leader
among the printing houses
of the Southwest, is now
better than ever prepared
to handle all classes of book
and commercial wor.

j

In--

Bry-cluslv- e.

l
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con-tinu- ed

We make anything from a
thousand-pag- e
book to a
visiting card and make it
right. Prices, the lowest
consistent with first class
work

Grand

nuto-mobl-

Celebration
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y

The Morning Journal
Job Department
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AND
JBWKLBT IOVH IN HEW
TOOK ALWAYS CUMPLETE ANT! NEW
END IN TOCB WATCHES.
THEM
WE'LL BETA
."
E 11
Him.
ajjblqi'ebqhe.

OLOKWl

at

Leg

Race Tonight
the Skating Rink.

for

hi-

-

former

MuwitK'husi'ttx.
week".

home In Haverhill,
for a stay of weveral

GREEN TAG SALE

An Experiment

John Greenwald of Socorro was In
the city yesterday morning on tus way
to Denver,
John B. Oe.bble of Fort Lupton,
Colo., is in the city representing the
Colorado Condensed Milk compnuy.
Mr. Wiley F. Fisher of Fort Win-- :
Kale. .V M, spent yesterday In tht
ctty.
I
it. Wlsbrun of Hcrnalfllo was an ar-- ,
rival ut the Sluigcs lust night, being
called to this city on Important busi- ness mutters.
Mr. anil Mrs. H. L. Ltti.gow left
last night for a visit of several weeks
to frienda In Trinidad and Denver.
Edward Shores left yesterday for
the Hell canyon mining district In the
Manzano mountains on mining busl-- i

WE

WE

i

For 15 years these sales have been eagerly looked for by thrifty buyers and owing to quiet
business and consequently bigger stocks on hand, we have cut deeply into prices of
Clothing and Furnishing Goods in order to make quick clearance. Read these quotations
and come and see us.

have passed "the new boot stage."
with our business nor

tin not experiment

Outing Suits, worth tin to $12,
assorted
Outing Suits, worth $12 to $15,
assorted
200 assorted Business Suits, worth $16. R0 to $20.
200 assorted Business Suits, worth $18 to $22.50,
64
f.O

with your business.

j

WE

i
Morning.

Afternoon

and

Evening
I

Seawloim.

j

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST

la tha

ant

that roa abuuld

nt

rear morsinc papar uiaphona
rclT
tha POSTAL TELEGRAPH CO. gtv

i

lag four name and adSrasa and tha
papar wilt ba dat.'varad b, a apacial
Tha ulephuna la No. It.

lief from an attack of rheumatism.
Miss M. E. Ulssette and Miss D. C.
Si human of Santa Fe arrived In the
city last night to spend the Fourth
here.
Mr. and Mrs. James Towers have
returned from a month's trip to Allan-- I
tic City. N. J. Mr. Towers is fore
man in the Hants Fe blacksmith shop.
H. C. Martin, traveling salesman for
the Juan F. I'ortuondo Cigar company
with headquarters In Philadelphia was
calling on the local trade yesterday.
fleorge Arnot of Gross Kelly and
ompsny left last night for Sun Antonio, H,
where he will attend the
lug Fourth of July celebration.
Stated conclave of Pilgrim
No. 3. K. T. Monday evening, July Bth. at
o'clock. All visiting Sir Knights are cordially Invited.
Hy order of the E. C.
Hurry Braun.
recorder.
Berthold Spitz, of the Ilfeld-Splt- z
Mercantile company, leaves tonight for'
.New rork. tor the purpose or purchasing full stock, and incidentally to
boost for the Sixteenth Nutionul Irrigation congress.
T A. Giordan, president of the Arizona Lumber and Timber company,
passed through the city last night on
number tour on his way to attend the
convention ut Denver, to which he is
delegate from his terrltoy.
A suit was filed In the district court
yesterday by the Consolidated Liquor
company venas Antonio Duran, in
which the plaintiff seeks to recover
$ 1X0. 01 alleged to be due on account
E.
of goods sold to the defendant.
wDobsnn Is attorney for the plain- M-- .

Com-inande-

FOrrcaat,

Washington.
New Mexico

July :t. Arizona ami
Fair Saturday and

Dr. M. K Wylder and wife have
returned from a visit to California.
blink Hunt has arrived in the city
from El Puso to visit friends:
Attorney E. V. Chavez went up to
Santa Fe on legal business yesterday.
W. I.. Edg.ir leaves today for bB-l- e
on a two days' business trip.
Henry M. Williams of Fort Wayne.
Indiana. Is an Albuquerque visitor.
F. w. Lander of Flagstaff. Arizona,
Is In the city today
It. Fleischer arrived lu re yesterday
from Nogales. A. T
Mrs. A W. Chase Is here from
Horn to Mr. and Mrs. Chan Raltt,
Weal Silver avenue, a daughter,

lit
Friday.

tiff

July 3, 90S.
John W. Sullivan, with the New
Mr and Mrs, Joseph Heck of SOI Mexico Fuel and Iron company at the
South Fourth street returned
last Hagan coal mines, northIn of the Sna-di- a
mountains, arrived
the city last
night from a two weeks' stay lntLos
by C. F. Spader, county commissioner
Angi Of SandnVal county.
Fred P. Cnnficld returned last night
Vernon I.. Sullivan, tentorial Irrifrom a business trip in th-- F.stancia
gation engineer who has offered a
valley.
W. Ci Tiibb- - a prominent hanker of
lvrtwooo III., accompanied by tils
wife, ls nt the Alvnrudo tor a visit,.
Harry Hoffman of the Walton Drug
company left last night to spend his
v. nailon in Denvei
Work is
Judge Ira A. Abbott, of the Second
Judicial District Court, left last night
WHITE WAGONS
-

Hubbs Laundry Co.
"Our

Best"

Chafing Dishes
lust received
making Mpevial Mm

haven't room for anil are
shipment, which
price- - llils week to move them.
we

a bl PBS

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace
CENTRAL AVE.. ALB1Q1 KKQI

K.

WHITNEY COMPANY

for the purpose

WE

WE

$S.7S
$8.75

... .$11.7.1

$M.75

4

Worth $22.50, $23, $24, $25 and $27, are now $17.50
100 Young Mens Suits, worth $12.50 to $14, green tagged
100 Boys' Knee Pant Suits, worth $4.50 to $6, green tagged
100 Boys' asst. Knee Pant Suits, worth $3.50 to $4.50, tagged
50 Boys' Washable Suits, Discounted twenty per cent.

of top notch quality
"that time enduring kind."
enjoy the distinction

$10.75

$:t.o

$2.0

One Pair of Roller Skates Free With Every Purchase
of $2.00 or Over in Our Boys' Department

respectfully solicit your banking business on
the basis of superior strength and experi

100 pairs of Men's Trousers, worth up to $2.50. green tagged .
100 pairs of Men's Trousers, wortli up to $5.00, green tagged
90 pairs of Men's Trousers, worth up to $5.50, green tagged
75 pairs of Men's Trousers, worth up to $7.00, green tagged

ence, and assure courteous, intelligent treatment and close

attention to your individual wants.

.$1.75
2.tt

$3.9
St

1.00

Underwear
plain Balhrlggans,
dozen plain Balbriggans,
dozen Fancy Lisle, worth
dozen French nalbrlggans,

25 dozen
15

20
25

The State National Bank
Albuquerque
beautiful trophy cup In connection
with the Irrigation Congress for the
of water for
best article on the use city
from Sanirlgation. arrived in the
ta Fe lust night and will remain here
toda y.
W D Sterling, of the Albuquerque
city schools, expects to leave tomorrow
he will connight for Socorro, where teachers'
Induct the Socorro COUnty
has had much
stitute. Supt. Sterling
experience In conducting teachers
meetings, and the one at Socorro promises to be very successful.
(V N. Marion, territorial deputy of
the Knights of Columbus, leaves on
where
the limited todav lor Flagstaff' degrees
he will exemplify the three
candiof
of the order to a large class
In
dates. Mr. Marrón will be assisted
Johnthe exemplification by John A. Kane,
son, Oeorge Patridge and O. A.
members of the Albuquerque council
third degree team.
Special convocation of Itlo Grande
Chanter No. 4, H. A. M., Saturday
afternoon July 4th. at 2:30. for work
In the M. K. M. degree, and nt 7:30
,,. m tor work in the It. A. degree.
Refreshments and banquet will he arranged for and a good time Is assured
to all; visiting companions are invited to be present.
Mrs otto Dleckmann. who went to
Notre Dame, Ind.. where she placed
also
the LiOebS children in school, andLouis,
has been visiting relatives in St.
toflyer
Mo., will arrive home on the
day, accompanied by her son, Bruno.
afThe latter returns to Albuquerquespent
ter an abscence of three years, Belin Berlin, Germany, and Brussels.
gium, studying music.
Charles F. Joyce, of the Joyce Fru-i- tt
compnny of Roawcll, N. M., one
the
of the prominent business men of yesPecos valley, arrived in the city
rooms
took
terday with' his family and
at the Alvarada. They will spend the
Fourth here, en route to California,
where thev will spend the summer.
They wére shown around the city in
an auto yesterday oy it. It. lister.
Thomas U McDonald the constructing engineer under whose direction
the plant of the Albuquerque Electric
Light nnd Pawer company was constructed, passed through the city yesterday morning en route to Denver to
attend the democratic convention. Mr
McDonald Is now electrical engineer
for th' Tucson Electric Light company
at Tucson.
V. Sharp, general superintenII
dent of the western grand division of
the Sanata Fe, was In the city yesterday morning In his private car en
route to La Junta. He was accompanied hy Mechanical Superintendent M.
J. Drury of Baton. Mr. Sharp has
Just completed the transfer of the
astern Railway of New Mevioo or
from the constructhe Helen cut-oftion to the operation department of
the system.

tagged
tagged
tagged
tagged

All Our Hart, Schaffner and Marx Suits

of

financing auxiliary enterprises.

j

Mrs. Kellog, wife of Martin Kellog,
a well known Insurance man of Pue- bio. is in AlbuiUenue tne guest ot Mr.
ii ml .Mrs. J. K. Elder.
E. H. Dunlmr has returned from a
ten days' stay .it Jemez Sprigs. Mr.
lUinliiir went to the springs to gain re- -

are not incorporated

green
green
green
green

worth per suit, $1.25,
worth per suit $1.50,
per suit, $3.00, green
worth per suit $2.50,

green fagged
green tagged
tagged
green tagged

90c
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

Shirts
50 dozen
50 dosen
50 dosen
50 dosen

Fancy 75c Shirts, green tagged
Solsette. $1.50 Shirts, green lagged
assorted, $1.25 Golf Shirts, green tagged
assorted, $1.75 and $2.00 Cluett Shirts, green lagged

t.V
$1.20
95c
$1.45

Other Green Tag Bargains
FIREWORKS

cent hose, green tagged at
cent Fancy Hose, green tagged
cent Suspenders, green tagged
7 5 cent Suspenders, green tagged
$1.00 Night Shirts, green tagged
50 cent
green tagged
75 cent Knee Pants, green tagged
12' cent Handkerchiefs, green tagged
Big green tag Bargains In Boys' nnd Men's Furnishing

AND

15

8c

t2v
35o

25
50

nu it

50c
50c
25c
15c

s,

Goods

c
of All Kinds.

CALL AND SEE I S. IT WILL PAY YOU.

ess

Small

Boy

SIMON STERN

Have Some Compensation This Afternoon and
Night; Reds Play Tigers.
Will

The (tnall bpy whose soul is filled
with bitterness at, the prospect of a
safe and sane Fourth, will have some
compensation if his folks let him go
out to Traction nark this afternoon
In the afternoon there
and night.
program of various
will he a full
sports with a baseball game of the
spectacular variety between the Bar
cias Beds and the old Town Tigers. In
the evening there will be a big dance,
a band concert and toeaullful display
Including the newest
of fireworks,
things In skyrockets, devil chasers,
pinwheels and set pieces, the whole
Involving a considerable outlay of
money.

The afternoon sports will include
horse and bicycle races and an entertaining afternoon
is promised. The
fireworks display will begin at 8
o'clock.
A large number of people will spend
the duy In the mountains today. Aside
from the celebration at Traction park
It Is expected ' lo be a rather quiet
Fourth of July, in accordance with the
ukme of the eity authorities banishing
the deadly flrecrncker and the tor
pedo cane. AH of the places of business In the city will be closed In the
afternoon and many of them In the
morning.

The

-

Central

made an Instantaneous hit. Next in
favor was "The
Music Teacher,"
which was undeniably funny. "Clog- making" received
Its share of ap-- I
lause. .Mr. Howard's two new songs
well received.
"There Gomes a
Night" is a comic song about the
"water wagon," and not since Frank
Daniel's big hit, "I'm on the Water- wagon Now." has there been anything
quite so good.

CROPS

INDICATE

mam

-

Avenue

Bruhne; J. s. G., J
G., George Faber.

-

R. Oillyen; O. S.

Clothier
W0LKING
AEHMOTOR

& SON

WINDMII.LH,

TANKS
AND
WELL
Severe Quake Shakes Mexico,
DRILLING, DRIVING AND UJa
City of Mexico, July 3. An earth-wer- e PAIRING.
quake of ten seconds to a half minute's
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
duration was felt in lower Mexico at
TEL
w. EIGHTH
noon Tuesday.
All lower Mexico and as far as the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec was shaken,
Several houses were demolished. The
disturbance was also felt to a consid
erable distance west of the Isthmus,
including the suite of Oaxaca and
southern Guerrero.
The central meteorological station
Commencing Thursday, July 2.
has received dispatches from the stations at Salina Cruz and Laguna, recording earth tremors, the first stating
that a severe disturbance was felt
there at 11 a. m., lasting ten seconds,
ternatlonal police duty.
SINGERS, DANCERS, VIOLINISTS

Crystal Theater

VAUDEVILLE
THE THREE

WYATT SISTERS

RETURN

ENGLISH NEWSPAPER
PAYS CROKER $7,500

MALC0MMIS

General Manager of Coast
Mr,
Lines is Optimistic;
Wells Will Atte.Ki me Irri or?,..
tion Congress.

Article Reflecting on His Character
THE GKNTLEMAN .HIGGLER.
as a Hportsnisn Causes Grief.
Dublin. July 3 The Manchester
Chronicle has apologised to Richard NEW MOVING PICTURES
l 'inker and agreed
to pay his $7,500
Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware; Iron Pipe, Pumps,
and to publish an apology in all Unsporting papers in the country In set Change of Vaudeville Every
Valves, Finings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc,
tlement of the libel suit Instituted
against It by Mr. Croker for n state-- '
Thursday.
MACHINERY.
FARM
AND
metit published in that paper which
WAGONS. IMPLEMENTS
i.
"Whlli things have been very quiet hs claimed reflected on his character "
of
Change
n,
Every
Mon
Pictures
mmmi.
In the west, the stringent seuson Is
Albuquerque, N, M.
Mail orders solicited,
day and Thursday.
passing anil as the crops generally are
NOTICE.
good, prosperity will return again.''
Xntice is hereby given by the un- - Mutlnee Every Afternoon
at S O'clock.
said General Manager Arthur O.
Welle, of the Santa Fe coast lines, last mnnan mili uno uiecKinann nas Two shown Every Night, at H and
night. Mr. Welle arrived on No. 8, been uppointed trustee of the
Automobile Com- LAUNDISUNg
and returned west on No. 7, accom- pany.
OCR WORK Q
SHIRT
LADIES' COLLARS,
ON
panied by some Albuquerque friends
ALBUQUERQUE-KSTANCIDUC1
AND
SKIRTS
WAISTS.
hound for t jta A nwU,
AUTOMOBILE CO
w'aa
St ' IS IS UNSURPASSED. IMffi Only
Mr.
Wells
ssld he
nnrtleiilnrlv
Throe Fail to Renew LicRIAL I AUN DRY, BACK OP
Secretary,
ByJA' "'
desirous of attending the meeting of!
Tno
having been
ense for Quarter Beginning the sixteenth National Irrigation con-- ! P,ntPd "'"'signed
fustee of the Albuquerque-slhl- e
In this city this fall, and If pos- MILL, FAO
AZTEC FUEL CO.
Company, no- a... Estancia Automobile
a
litree
of
July
number
the
Santa
Their
Close
First
and
WOOD'
TORY AND MOUNTAIN
herDV lven that all persons
offlclals would visit the cltv during the! ,lc''
GAJjLUP
POSTS;
FENCE
PINION
Door,
company are request........i
lo
week.
LUMP COAL, $.50 PER TON. BUI
ed to make
Immediate settlement;
HARNESS
ANY OLD TIME.
those having claims against the comI
SADDLES
pany are requested to file name with
CORNER
wl,rM the ott 0unc" ralscd the
f-- fl
OUR POUOT Ifr OVKII BALD ll,oon
the trustee,
license to Its present figure last
MPT H
PROFITS.
AN1 SMALL
OTTO DIECKMANN,
Absolutely Sanitary.
wrc flAV MV1 i.v''"' 'l "H freely predicted that by the
tilintar vnn
Trustee.
first
more
not
July
of
a
than
half
Will Not Get Wormy.
Oii YOUR GROCE't dosen salo. .us would be doing business
I
Mt YOU MONEY
CO- 14 W
G. PRATT
In Albuquerque.
Aa It Is only threu
NOTICE.
We have the Royal Brand
NSTALLATION
SECOND.
All barber shops will close Friday
fulled to renew their licenses for the
10 o'clock, and Saturday,
evening
ut
1, and there
quarter
July
beginning
EVERY ONE 18 TALKING AHCTTT
15c per can.
July 4, at 11 a. in.
e
aklddoo saOUR PLAT WORK. IF YtlO HAVE are atlll twenty-threW. V. JASPER, Sec'y.
DO SO loon doing buslnees at the old stand.
NOT GIVEN US YOURS.
Sees a a Bar Elxlaraa, ala
NOW. IMPERIAL 'AUN DRY, RACK In spite of the higher license.
The New Officers Inducted Into Of:
Notloe.
9. UT. rnaarMar.
Mt Boats, flnl Street.
rhaaa 4SS.
three which failed to renew were the
OF P08TOF1TOK.
All barber shnpa will close
fice
Meeting
of
at
tfv
New
saloon,
York
on
Hecond
South
IMI1MIIII
MtWMMOIMMIM
1MM
July tth, at 11 o'clock.
STORE CLOSED ALL DAY
OUR ASSORTMENT OF CANNED street; the saloon of C. A. Grande, on
Order of Odd
W. V. JASPER.
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ARK A North Uroudway, and the license of
JULY FOURTH.
Secretary.
SELECTED STOCK. COME IN AND Gladys Hair
i
Grunde may reEXAMINE THEM. F G PRATT
sume business In October.
GRAND FREE FIRE WORKS
CO. 2H SOUTH SECOND.
Twenty-thre- e
saloons at $1.600 each
DISPLAY, TRACTION PARK, SAT-- l
a
Is aomething like 135.000 per year.
Harmony Lodge No. t, Independent
RDAV NIGHT. JULY 4.
AITOC IT" EI; CO.. MILL FACIt la believed sufficient time has order of Odd Fellows, held a largely
TORY
WD MOl'NTAIN WOOD now elapsed to demonstrate that there Httended
GRAND FREE FIRE WORKS
meeting last night at which
I'lMOV PENCE POSTS;
GALMIP will be no further noticeable falling off
DISPLAY. TRACTION PARK. SAT-I'Rthe
newly
lodge
elected
for
officers
LI MP COAL. MO PER TON. BUY iln
Y NIGHT, .11' LY 4.
the number of aaloons on account of the ensuing term were formally InSÑ1 OI D TIME. PHONE Ml.
ALBUQUERQUE
the Increase.
SANTA ROSA,
LAS VEGAS
stalled Into orflce. The new officers
FEE'S GOOD ICE CREAM, AND
are as follows:
GRAND
ICE CREAM SODA.
WALTON'?
FREE FIRE WORKS
D. M. Fergusson: vice DRUG STORK.
grand.
Noble
DE-WISAT-RIHPI.AV.
t'
TRACTION
PARK.
CLAIRVOYANT
T. COURTNEY.
"THE MERRY WIDOW" AT
CASH GROCERY CO.
grand. O. A. Oilman; secretary, F. li
DA Y NIGHT, JI LY 4.
ft
'"Use ssst eminent, accurate a nd reliable Trance Clairvoyant In the
THE COLOMBO THEATER Moore; treasurer, Guy W .Qatchel;
ANY
YOU
MEMO
ARB
HI
IF
OF
your
In
11
permanently
city,
las
located
you are In doubt or
rortd
and
warden, G. M. Dealer; conductor, J. LINE YOU CAN ALWAYS FUND IT
HOMER H. WARD, MfX-SlPerauM having accounts against
advice upon all affairs of life
irvulnV call ami are lilm. He, glv
H. Wear; chaplain. Dr. C. A. Eller; AT F. O. PRATT
quarter
endcounty
for
the
COBernalillo
SOUTH
M
Dltimi-Marble Ave.
Msrrlsg.
Real
IU
Estate
Law.
ano
lulu.
diangea
all
of
Lot,
Two crowded houses last night at; It. S.
F F. lug; U 8. 8., It. M. SECOND.
June 10, 1908, to Insure prompt
kind. One tWt will convince yo u of the powers of this wonderful ing
K
Rogers;
man. Mad tliat you can otttnfts b applneua. contentment .and aucceas payment must file vouchers for same the Colomlnrthenter witnessed theWfil-ow- Bntxer: R. 8, N.0. H.
In" which '"The Merry
" L. 8. it. a., A. M. Douglas; R. S. V.
Central Arense. Rooms ft and It with A. E. Walker, probate clerk, not
titraeuti Mbmlng lib ad ice, .MS
t ours. I N to
waa the star attraction.
It has O., J. A. Hall; L. 8. V. O. Ed Journal Wants Bring Results. Try a Morning Journal WantI
later than Friday, July 3.

WHOLESALE HARDWARE.

Loudon's Jersey Farm

23 SALOONS ARE

STILL DOING

f.

For PURE ICE CREAM

A

POST-OFFIC-

1402

PHONE

ap-gre-

Albuquerque Carriage
Company
First and Tijeras

i

HHRIIHHIMUMI

The ALBUQUERQUE

'

that

HARMONY

LODGE

Canned
Rolled
Oats

ra, r

PLANING MILL

Ind-penti-

ent

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Wholesalers of Everything

ALBUQUERQUE
S

